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MICHELSON AND LEWIS TO ADDRESS
ANNUAL HOYA BANQUET TO-NIGHT
Dinner Will Be Held at Mayflower Hotel—Collegians to Furnish
Music—Keys to Be Awarded.

CHARLES MICHELSON,
New York World Washington
Correspondent

HAMILTON DEBATE
ON SUNDAY NIGHT
Medal Founded by Law School
Dean to Be Awarded to Best
Extemporaneous Speaker.
The competition for the Hamilton
Medal, founded by George E. Hamilton,
LL.D., Dean of Georgetown University
Law School, will be renewed once more
next Sunday night, May 12. This is the
last prize which the members of the society will compete for this year. The
rivalry over this contest has always been
very keen, second only perhaps to that
evinced by the "Merrick Medal" competition.
As is well known, the men will speak
extemporaneously. This method of debate is being used more and more as it
perhaps helps to develop one's ability to
think quickly and talk more fluently before a crowd than does the formal type.
Fordham used the former system almost
exclusively against Gaston in a recent debate, and the fact that they did not win
is not a point against that style.
The subject of the debate is, "Resolved,
That the thirteen-month calendar should
be adopted." George Eastman introduced
the bill into Congress. The famed explorer and kodak manufacturer is just
one of the many backers of the plan
which certainly has a great number of
point in its favor.
The contestants are all well known on
the campus and have been interested in
other extra-curricular activities. Mr.
Schlafly's ability as an athlete is well
known, he is also an excellent student.
Mr. Cox has just been appointed Feature
Editor of THE HOYA and is one of its
Associate Editors. Mr. Lynch is one of
the best speakers in the Philodemic Society. He was one of the foremost contenders of the Philodemic Prize Debate,
which was won by Mr. Quinn, who has
(Continued on page 16)

This evening at the Mayflower Hotel
the editorial and business staffs of THE
HOYA will hold the tenth annual banquet
of the Georgetown University weekly.
The dinner will bring together the largest
assembly of staff members, old members
of THE HOYA and invited guests which
has ever graced this annual function.
Mr. Charles Gleason, retiring Business
Manager of THE HOYA, who made full
arrangements for the dinner, was particularly fortunate in securing as his speakers of the evening two of the most distinguished correspondents of the National
Capital's press fraternity. Mr. Charles
Michelson, Washington correspondent of
the New York World, and Mr. Wilmott
Lewis, the London Times representative
in Washington, will both give addresses
at the dinner.
A feature of the program will be the
awarding of the traditional HOYA keys to
the retiring senior members of the staff.
Mr. Gerald Shattuck, of New York, first
Managing Editor of the Hilltopper,
predecessor of THE HOYA as the Georgetown weekly, will make the awards.

The music for the occasion will be furnished by the Georgetown Collegians,
under the direction of Mr. Edmund Fish,
'29. THE HOYA staff has invited as their
guests the following: Rev. R. Rush Rankin, S.J., Dean of the College of Arts and
Sciences; Rev. W. G. Summers, S.J., Regent of the Medical School; Rev. T. B.
Chetwood, S.J., Regent of the Law
School; Dr. Wililam A. Cogan, Dean of
the Dental School; Dr. William F. Notz,
Dean, and Dr. Thomas H. Healy, Assistant Dean of the School of Foreign Service ; Mr. Gerald Shattuck, formerly Managing Editor of the Hilltopper; Mr.
Charles F. Regan, formerly Associate
Editor of THE HOYA; Mr. Arthur J.
Browne, '29, Editor of the Georgetown
Journal; Rev. John J. Murphy, S.J.,
Faculty Moderator, and Mr. Louis Little,
Director of Athletics; Mr. John D.
O'Reilly, Coach of Track; Mr. Richard
K. Charlesworth, '29, President of the
Yard; and Mr. John Topper, of J.. D.
Milans and Sons, printers to THE HOYA.
Mr. F. X. Degnen, retiring Editor-inChief, will act as toastmaster at the
dinner.

IMPROVEMENTS ON JOHN F. LYNCH, '30
INFIRMARY BEGUN HEADS PHILODEMIC
Elevator, Roof Garden and Solarium to Be Main Improvements—Barber Shop Will Be
Installed.
Plans for the improvements on the Infirmary and Faculty buildings have been
completed and these building modifications are now taking place. The enlargements will greatly alleviate the present living accommodations of the faculty.
As both edifices are among the oldest at
the Hilltop, they can well stand whatever
modernizing projects which may be
deemed advisable.
The Infirmary building was erected in
18!il during the presidency of Andrew
Jackson, thereby being the oldest standing
building at Georgetown after Old North.
The Mulledy building took form during
Tyler's administration ten years later. A
few years after their construction the
two were joined and are unchanged to
today. Consequently, further additions
will not be out of course.
The Infirmary is to experience the more
radical changes of the two. On the first
floor there is to be a new dining room for
the use of guests. On the second and
third floors baths will be installed
while there will be similar installments
on the same floors of the Mulledy construction. One very useful convenience
will be an elevator on the east side which
will run from the basement to the roof.
At this latter height there is to be a roof
garden which will be a boon to heat
(Continued on page 15)

Cox Named Vice-President —
Both Newly Elected Officers
Will Participate in Merrick Debate—O'Brien, Schlafly, Wenzler and Butler Fill Other Positions.
On Tuesday evening the Philodemic
Society held its last regular meeting of
the year and elected its officers for the
coming semester. John F. Lynch, of New
Jersey, was elected president. Mr. Lynch
was a member of the negative team in the
Rector's Prize Debate, and is a member
of the affirmative team of the Hamilton
Debate, which is to be held this Sunday.
He succeeds Edward Cavanagh, who was
president of the club during the last year.
Edward L. Cox, of Brooklyn, is to be
vice-president next year. He participated
in the Rector's Prize Debate, and is to
speak Sunday in the Hamilton Debate.
James P. Quinn formerly held this position.
Ernest Dee O'Brien succeeds
William Platt as recording secretary; J.
Fred Schlafly succeeds Ben Moloney as
corresponding secretary; J. Godfrey Butler succeeds Ernest Duhaime as censor;
Frank Wenzler succeeds Charles Porter
Maloney as treasurer.
Mr. Lynch assumed the chair immediately upon his election. He called for a
rising vote of thanks from the society for
each of the retiring officers. As each received his vote, he responded with a short
speech of thanks. Then Mr. Lynch re(Continued on page 16)

WILMOTT LEWIS,
London Times Washington Correspondent

REV. R. B. SCHMITT
DELIVERS LECTURE
Has Spent Three Years on Island
of Mindanao—Colored Slides
Aid Talk.
Monday evening an illustrated lecture
on the Philippine Islands was delivered in
Gaston Hall by the Reverend Richard B.
Schmitt, SJ. Father Schmitt during his
three years on the islands made and colored many characteristic pictures of the
country and natives. The purposes of the
lecture were to acquaint the students with
the native life and to raise money for the
mission work among the Moros of Mindanao, a Mohammedan population of
about 40,000. There are 11,000,000 Christians on the Islands, for every 30,000 of
which there is one priest and parish.
The lecture began by portraying in color
the picturesque beauty of Manila, showing to advantage the influence of United
States administration. The number of
churches in the city argues well for the
work of the Jesuit Fathers. Of exceptional beauty is the Church of St. Ignatius,
whose lavish interior is offset by a ceiling
of hand-carved Philippine mahogany,
durable as steel. The pulpit was carved
by natives from a single block of mahogany. Other churches pictured were
St. Thomas', the oldest in the country;
St. Augustine, and the Cathedral of
Manila, which is used chiefly by Americans.
One of the notable features of the city
is the Manila Observatory, by which hundreds are saved from typhoons. Another
is the peculiar plan of the cemeteries.
Due to the frequency of earthquakes, all
graves are built in tiers above the ground.
After decay, these graves are emptied of
their bones, the latter being thrown in a
pile in an obscure corner of the cemetery.
The manner of building homes was interestingly depicted. The roofs are made
(Continued on pagt u)
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GREATER GEORGETOWN.
Several years ago a plan was proposed to build a larger and greater Georgetown.
The idea did not materialize, however, although the buildings considered had even been
designed. The plan may have lacked student and alumni support, or fell through for
some other reason, but—we are not concerned with the past.
The present Rector, Father Nevils, has revived this plan, and with the erection of
the new Medical-Dental Building has commenced to put it into effect. Following the
Medical School, Law and Foreign Service Buildings will be constructed, and these
departments will be moved to the Hilltop. And so in a few years the whole university
will be housed on the present college grounds.
This movement means a great deal to Georgetown, for it will unify the university
and promote a better understanding and friendliness between the individual schools.
This is the thing most needed at the present time, for the different departments are
now scattered throughout the city. The Medical and Dental Schools cannot keep in
proper contact with the doings of the Law and Foreign Service units, and vice versa.
THE HOYA, as a university newspaper, has done its best to keep each school in touch
with the others, but it has been a difficult task. There is a certain spirit of friendliness and co-operation lacking in the contact of the units. For schools must constitute
one body before the university can impart her full benefit to all.
The students and alumni of Georgetown must do their best to make this concentration of the university effective. After all, the institution is existing merely to benefit
her students, and the only way to receive the full benefit is to back the plans of the
university and cooperate fully with the plans of the present Rector. In addition to
the structures for the present downtown schools, a new dormitory for the college, a
recitation building and a science building will be erected. We all know that these are
absolutely necessary, for Georgetown is becoming a better known institution, and
consequently there is a greater influx of young men every year. But hundreds of
applicants must be turned away each fall, because of lack of space to accommodate
them. And of course the only way to attain the end of a greater Georgetown is to
enroll and educate a greater number of students—to turn out a larger representation
into the world as educated men of Georgetown. This cannot be accomplished without enlarged facilities.
Father Nevils appealed to every Georgetown man, student and alumnus alike, at the
"G" Banquet a few weeks ago, to back the university for her plan for a greater
Georgetown. The cooperation of everyone is necessary to build up a larger and
better institution, and so THE HOYA appeals again to all to do their bit for this
project, and to get behind it. We all wish to see Alma Mater in a high position
among the institutions of the nation, and the only way to accomplish this is to help
her in every way. Benefit Georgetown and Georgetown will benefit you I
L. J. M.

As Regards Politics at the Hilltop.—During past centuries the month of May
has accumulated many expressions which have been used by various poets, romanticists,
and the like, as being synonymous with this pleasant month. But at the Hilltop it
should be considered as the "Month of Elections," for it is during May that the most
important student offices are awarded to respective candidates. Already the political
situation is becoming fairly acute and in a short while, to use a political expression, the
pot will be boiling over. When the campaign is completed most of the candidates
will probably look back, perhaps some with a sigh of regret, and observe that politics
are taken too seriously by their fellow students. However, to a disinterested outsider the contrary may appear to be nearer the truth.
In the first place several classes at the Hilltop have experienced constant difficulty in having members attend meetings. However, this lack of interest may be
excused to some extent for, from a personal observation, it is certain that some class
affairs and class elections are conducted with no regard to rule or form. Perhaps
members of several classes look for relief to the Student Council, but this organization
seems to possess only potential power. To all intents and purposes the Student Council should be the most important political body at the Hilltop, and yet I cannot recall,
in three years of residence at Georgetown, a single instance in which the influence of
the Student Council has been felt in any matter other than those which pertained,
at least indirectly, to athletic conditions.
This is mentioned because some class affairs at the Hilltop have been managed in
such a mandatory and unparliamentary fashion as to seem to warrant some protest
from the Student Council. Perhaps these conditions have not been brought to the
knowledge of the Council, or perhaps it is beyond the province of the Council to interfere in class activities, but it does seem feasible that certain regulations should be
established for the good of the college student body as a whole.
In order to be more definite perhaps it would be wise to give a brief outline of a
few regulations that past experience has proved advisable. 1. No class election
should be held unless it has been announced, previous to the meeting, that a particular
office will be voted on at said meeting. To announce a meeting merely as being
important, and then, without further notice, holding nominations and elections to some
of the most important class offices might often lead to detrimental results. 2. In order
that a candidate be awarded an office he must receive a majority vote, that is, if more
than two candidates are nominated for an office the incumbent should receive more
votes than the other candidates taken together. In the event that no candidate receives a majority vote on the first ballot, then the two leading candidates should again
be voted on. The rationality of this measure is evident for it is only in this way that
the will of the majority of the class can be manifested.
These two suggestions are set down here because I have personally witnessed
them openly sinned against. Several other rules as regards elections could be suggested but these will suffice for the time being. However, some regulations should
also be enforced as regards two activities common to all classes; namely, proms
and tea-dances. Two brief suggestions, also warranted by experience, seem in order
on this score: 1. No prom or tea-dance committee should consist of over six members.
3. Each prom or tea-dance committee chairman should be required to submit a detailed
report to the Student Council. This report should include the activity of every member of the committee. In this way prom and tea-dance chairmen would be relieved
from the stigma of unwarranted suspicions, and the class as a whole would feel
better satisfied.
These observations are not made in a spirit of complaint, but are offered merely
as a constructive basis for improving the political conditions at the College. Probably
some students will not agree with them but perhaps they will suffice to remove that
lethargic indifference that is too characteristic of Hilltop politics.
Education As a Weapon.—"The pen is mightier than the sword"—this phrase,
expressed through the medium of numerous languages, has come down to the modern
generation and, though some might be skeptical as to its practical truth, still the
traditional and reverential background which it has acquired in its transmission has
imparted to this phrase something in the nature of an established authenticity. Granted
then that the pen is mightier than the sword. The pen, however, may serve two
ends; the one good, the other detrimental. The good ends that it serves are too
numerous to be mentioned here; propaganda, recommendations of false doctrines, immoral literature, ungrounded assertions are only a few instances in which the pen is
detrimental to the human race. So we have the pen, as a weapon, subervient at the
same time to two masters.
In recent years another "weapon" has become prominent, and bids fair to outrival
all others in practical results. It is the weapon of education. Unlike the pen, true
education serves only one master; namely, truth itself. Malefactors, false disciples,
unsound philosophies, prejudiced speakers find refuge and multiply in the dark alleys
of ignorance, but they wilt in the piercing light of education. This principle is
winning new adherents daily and is finding favor in many fields of endeavor.
In international relations education is being employed as a means to cement friendship between countries, and as an instrument in fostering good will. If a nation conducts its government on a sound and honest basis then it can stand the test when
the light of education is focused upon it. Good will can not exist among nations if
each does not comprehend the principles and issues influencing the other, or if one
nation is unable to grasp the characteristics of the other. Good will necessarily implies understanding and understanding is the finis qui of education.
Then, again, education is playing an important part in removing the prejudiced
barriers that for many years separated the races of the earth. Every race, when its
characteristic tendencies are considered, has its shortcomings, but education leads
to a sympathetic understanding rather than to a harsh condemnation. Although improved means of communication has brought races into closer contact, it has remained
for education to penetrate deep into the culture and traditions of a race to a realization of the common basis of mankind, thus leading to a fundamental and intimate
understanding which must inevitably end, to some degree, in the uplifting of the human
race.
As a matter of fact there is hardly any field of worthy endeavor in which education has not been influential. At the present day it is playing an important part in
religion, and in the future will probably be the most prominent factor in the spiritual
life of the world. It has even affected industry. For instance labor unions, which,
as far as their primary end is concerned, are the result of education, the understanding that in their mutual rights all men are equal.
The light of education may be compared to the deadly ray, which is promised for
future warfare, penetrating into every nook and corner of the globe, and meting out
destruction to the forces of evil and error. Thus the weapon of education is abroad
in the world fighting the battles of truth.
J. B. B.
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GEORGETOWN STUDENT
ENTRAINS FOR ALASKA
Robert Dick Douglas to Locate
at Kodiak Island—Will Write
Book on His Experiences —
Accompanied Johnson Expedition Last Summer.

The following incident is vouched for (believe it or not), by an eye-witness, and if
we are to believe what we hear in philosophy, human testimony is one of the highest
possible forms of assurance. A member of one of the upper classes was laboriously
inditing a letter to . . . well, we are not sure just to whom the letter was written,
but for the sake of the story we will say it was to a maiden. Turning to someone
who was in the room, the writer asked :
"How do you spell 'perhaps'?"
He was told.
"How?" he asked again.
Again he was told.
"Stop fooling, this is a serious letter I am writing. Where the dickens does the 'j'
come in?" was his irritated query. How he had come to believe that a "j" enters into
the spelling of that word, we will allow psycho-analysts, or other specialists in similar
fields, to discover.

Another interesting story being told around concerns a fellow who rolled out of
bed about 5 o'clock one Saturday morning, and went down to one of the golf
courses for a round before the crowd arrived. He was feeling quite pleased
with himself, as he stood on the first tee, his eyes still heavy with sleep. He
considered himself a "panther man" par excellence. This feeling was rather rudely
dispelled when the man he paired off with remarked casually that it was his
second round that morning.

"Nortna Talmadge, I'ilma Banky, Gloria Swanson, and Ronald Colinan all are now
talking.—Daily Press.
Having previously conversed, we presume, by means <>/ the sign language.

It is very interesting to read the papers put out by the other colleges of the country,
for in this manner we can find out just what is interesting the students in different
parts of the country. Particularly interesting are the letters addressed to the editors
of these papers. Usually these letters are frank in the extreme, and advocate views
that are often amusing, if not positively absurd. Whether or not these letters are
genuine, it is hard to say. It is perfectly true that members of newspaper staffs have
been known to sit down and write the necessary letters to fill this department, using
a pseudonym as a convenient disguise. Yet it is apparent that in some places the
writers are in earnest, as is the case in Manhattan College, in New York, where the
chief subject seems to be fraternities. In one Middle Western college the students
are aroused over the American Mercury, which was removed from the student's
library. The newspaper, in commenting on this, deplores the fact that there are
some students who read the Mercury because they like to feel that they are sophisticated, and believe that all the slurs directed against the Middle West are directed
at their fellows, never at themselves. We are anxious to read of the outcome of this
discussion, and to see if the sophisticates win, or the sturdy plainsmen triumph over
their treacherous brethren.

THINGS WE WOULD LIKE TO SEE
Tea at a tea-dance.
John Carroll crossing his legs.
The combination of the Riggs Library.
Directions on finding the Coleman Museum.
Another Mask and Bauble Club performance.
The Glee Club starting on the road. (Not that we want to get rid of them.)
Softer chairs in the class-rooms.

THINGS WE WOULD NOT LIKE TO SEE
Rosslyn burn down.
Suspension slips.
Examination papers.

ALBERT W. KELLER, JR.
Editor of 1930 Ye Domesday Booke

KELLER ELECTED
DOMESDAY EDITOR
Joseph Cronan Chosen Business
Manager for Next Year's Publication—O'Brien Heads College
Staff.
The Junior Class met last Thursday,
May 2, for the purpose of electing the
Editor and Business Manager for the
next year's Domesday Booke, Georgetown's yearly publication.
The position of Editor was hotly contested, with Albert W. Keller, of Philadelphia, an Associate Editor of THE
HOYA, emerging victorious over Ernest
O'Brien, of Detroit. Joseph Cronan, of
New Haven, was chosen Business Manager, defeating Thomas McGeary, Thomas
Griffin and Aloysius Harney.
The new Editor, Mr. Keller, has
already selected the greater part of the
staff which will compile the matter for
next year's Booke. He has chosen as
the College Editor Ernest O'Brien, who
will be responsible for the Hilltop section
of the publication. Mr. Edward L. Cox,
of Brooklyn, and Feature Editor of THE
HOYA, will manage the humorous section,
"Ye Crack of Dome." Mr. Cox will be
aided by James L. McKavanaugh and
\V. J. K. O'Brien.
Thomas F. Daly, of Chicago, is to hold
the all-important position of Art Editor.
Much of the success of the book depends
on the work of this department, and,
therefore, from all indications, the book
will be a success. DeWitt Coffman will
aid Mr. Daly. The military end of the
publication will be tended to by Thomas
V. Griffin, of Philadelphia, as R. O. T. C.
Editor. The photography will be under
the able care of J. J. Julicher, of New
York.
The position yet to be filled is that of
Sports Editor. Mr. Keller will announce
the appointment for this department at
an early date.

COLLEGE JOURNAL FOR
MAY TO APPEAR SOON
Many Contributions Promise
Fine Issue—Next Number to
Be Devoted to Commencement.
The May issue of the Georgetown College Journal is expected May 12. The
nature of the material that has been revealed gives evidence of many diversified
articles which undoubtedly will provide
interesting reading. This may be called
the last scholastic publication of the year
because the following one will be devoted
almost entirely to the commencement.
{Continued on page 14)

Dreams are coming true beyond the
fondest expectations of Robert Dick
Douglas, Jr., of Greensboro, N. C, who
is a Freshman at the college.
Visions of whales spouting in northern
waters, of huge salmon fisheries and ofEskimos in native costume are flashing
before his eyes, for he has been chosen by
George Palmer Putnam, New York publisher, to make a trip to Alaska and then
write a book telling of his adventures
while camping, hunting and fishing.
The exact location of Douglas' goal is
Kodiak Island off the southern coast of
Alaska. He took his examinations early
in order to leave Washington for New
York last Saturday. From there he left
Sunday night for Seattle, with May 15 as
his sailing date out of that port.
In, addition to the wonders of a transcontinental trip with all its new scenery
and fascinating adventure, Douglas faces
a delightful seven-week vacation on the
island without a care in the world.
While all this sounds like a fairy tale
come true to the average person, for
Douglas it is simply another chapter in a
life of good fortune and excitement which
falls to the lot of few at his age. For
he was one of three Boy Scouts who last
summer earned the right to accompany
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Johnson on their
invasion of the African jungle to hunt
and make motion pictures of big game.
After eight weeks in the jungle with the
Johnson party Douglas, who is a news
writer on THE HOYA staff, and his two
companions collaborated on a book,
"Three Boy Scouts in Africa," which was
published by Mr. Putnam and which had
remarkable success on the market.
Because of Douglas' work on this first
book he was selected by Mr. Putnam for
the trip to Alaska, to which he is looking
forward with all eagerness.
The young author plans to reach
Seattle on the return trip about the
middle of July. He expects to spend the
ten days on the boat coming back and the
additional five days recrossing the United
States in preparing most of the copy for
his new book, but if it has not been completed by that time he will devote the remainder of his summer vacation to finishing it.
Douglas plans to return to Georgetown
in the fall and continue his studies, with
the aim of a degree as bachelor of philosophy.

STUDENT SODALITIES
TO HOLD RECEPTION
Rev. W. Coleman Nevils Will Receive New Members and Preach
Sermon — Election of Officers
Following Week.
The solemn reception of new members
of the Sodality of Our Lady Immaculate
will be held on Wednesday evening, May
22, in Dahlgren Chapel. The Rev. W.
Coleman Nevils, S.J., Rector of the University, will receive the new Sodalists and
will preach the sermon on the occasion.
The reception is for new members of both
the Resident and Non-Resident Students'
Sodalities. The officers of both organizations are now receiving applications for
membership. The Rev. Francis E. Lucey,
S.J., Director of the Non-Resident Students' Sodality, is very desirous that all
those among the non-resident students,
especially in the Freshman Class, who are
anxious to become sodalists of Our Lady
{Continued on page 16)
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HILLTOP TAMES TIGER
WAKE FOREST BOWS
IN HITTING SPREE
BEFORE G. U., 8-6
^^^^

Bunch Hits in Seventh for 6 Runs
—Dunn Hitting Star—Poole
Pitches Entire Game.
At last a dispute of several weeks'
standing has been settled. When Princeton crossed bats with Georgetown at the
Hilltop during the Easter vacation, things
certainly looked good for the latter, but
then Old Jup Pluvius took a hand in
matters, and the game was never officially
recorded. All contentions in Washington
are that it was a shame that things didn't
go on, for it would certainly have been
another one for the Blue and Gray. But
we understand that the Orange and Black
supporters have been equally as sure that
their team would have rallied and won.
Nevertheless, last Friday the dispute was
definitely settled. The Hoyas journeyed
up Jersey way and decisively tamed the
Tiger to the tune of 11-7.
The sixth was the big inning for the
Hilltoppers. Bunching their hits, they
succeeded in scoring six runs. Although
they did not score after this, the total by
that time was sufficient to insure a victory. The Nassau hurlers were given
rather haphazard support at times, in addition to a stiff wind that rendered the
plate somewhat elusive. A total of 10
errors were chalked up to the Princetonians. Poole helped his game along by
being the first Hilltop runner to cross
the plate. He followed this up by completing the circuit again in the seventh.
Johnny Dunn contributed quite a bit in
that frame by a scorching Texas leaguer
that brought in three runs^ and was, incidentally, the longest hit of the game.
Hal Poole pitched the entire game, and
showed up fine throughout. He completely baffled the Tiger for the first four
innings, and although ten hits were
pounded out, still the chunky hurler kept
them well scattered, and with excellent
support he easily finished the ninth.
Although the Nassau batsmen made a
valiant effort to retrieve their honor in
the last two innings, and did succeed in
scoring two runs in each, still they fell
just four short of tying the score as the
last man grounded out.
(Continued on page 6)

VANDERBILT BOWS TO
G. U. RACQUETEERS
Hindered by Mangin's Absence—
Pare Continues Fast Playing
Against Southern Intercollegiate Champ.
On Tuesday afternoon the tennis team
came through and defeated Vanderbilt
by the sweet score of 5-1. Although
seriously handicapped by the absence of
Gregory Mangin, who was called home
because of the unfortunate death of his
nephew in an automobile accident, the
team played well and easily won.
Pare continued with his fine style of
playing, and defeated Crum, the Southern
Intercollegiate Champion. At first Emmet found that his path was not strewn
with roses, but he soon woke up to the
fact that he had a real player pitted
against him. Then the Hilltop star began
to play in real earnest, and Georgetown
rooters were treated to one of the finest
exhibitions of fast, clean tennis that has
been witnessed this year. The first set
ended 6—3. After that Pare had things
pretty much his own way and came out
on the long end of a 6—0 score.
Freddie Mesmer kept up his good work
and easily won both sets. Callan pulled
a surprise and won his sets, 6—3, 6—2.
He showed much improvement and we
(Continued on page 6)

Bozek Starts Scoring — Batters
Aim for Mile Path—White and
Poole Pitch Great — Dunn
Turns Ankle.
The Georgetown baseball team ushered
April out with a bang, or should we say
a crack, for the bats certainly did crack
that afternoon. While the tennis team
was conquering Vanderbilt, their brothers of the bat outslugged Wake Forest,
8-6. It was certainly a great game, and
the boys demonstrated their abilities in
every branch of the game.
Johnny Bozek opened things in the
first by slamming out a triple, and then
Shorty Malone brought him home with a
well-placed single. Things kept going
great, and some pretty fielding featured
the Hilltoppers turns in the field. Then
Packy White came up in the third inning
and planted one on the mile path. Although only allowed two bases on this
it seemed to be the signal to bombard
that section of the grounds, many players from both teams slamming them in
that direction. Most of the blows fell
short and were easily fielded for outs,
but a few landed in the place intended for
them.
White pitched a great game until the
North Carolinans solved him in the eighth.
There he was relieved by Poole, and
although a few hits were pounded out at
his expense, he held them sufficiently to
permit Georgetown to win.
Another thing that may have helped
in the eighth inning rally, was the fact
that Johnny Dunn in trying to make a
difficult put-out at second, twisted his
ankle. At first it looked as though it
might be something serious, but although
unable to continue playing, the shortstop
was able to limp from the field. Morris
was moved up to short, and Donato took
his position at third. This chunky lad
showed up well, considering the little experience he has had.

FROSH TRACKSTERS
SWAMP EASTERN HIGH
Opponents Score Only One First
—Hilltoppers Finish 1-2-3 in
Six Events—Kilgallen, Slezak
and Corrigan Shine.
The Freshman track team proved themselves too strong for the runners from
Eastern High School in a practice meet
held on the Hilltop field last Saturday
morning. The score, 85 to 13, shows the
heavy scoring ability of the yearlings, and
it should fit them for their forthcoming
meet against the Navy Plebes on Saturday.
The Easterners were able to score first
place in only one event, the 120-yard high
hurdles; Everett beat out Donaldson, a
newcomer at the timbers, in the fair time
of 17 seconds, not bad at all for a high
school runner. The Hilltoppers took second place in nine of the eleven events
and finished 1-2-3 in six events.
This was Eastern's first set-back of the
year, but it should take no credit away
from them and their coach, Mike Kelley.
Besides some good running, throwing and
jumping the school boys exhibited gameness and sportsmanship against odds
which they knew were overwhelming.
The spotlight was shared by Jack
Kilgallen, winner of the 100 and 220 yard
runs; Bill Slezak, winner of the shot put
and discus, and Bob Carrigan, double victor in the broad jump and high jump.
The summaries:
100-Yard Dash—Won by Kilgallen
(Georgetown) ; second, Carlin (George(Continutd on Pag* 6)
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Maurice McCarthy, Jr., Captain of Golf and Basketball and Intercollegiate
Golf Champion.

GEORGETOWN GOLFERS
MAURICE MCCARTHY
WIN ONE, LOSE ONE
COLLEGIATE CHAMP
Conquer Penn, 7-2, in Morning—
Downed by Championship
Princeton Team in Afternoon,
5^2-3^2—McCarthy and Wilson
Off Game.
The Georgetown Golf Team made its
first trip of the year when it journeyed to
Philadelphia to meet the University of
Pennsylvania and Princeton. Playing in
the morning the course of the Philadelphia Country Club, the Blue and Gray
golfers easily gained a victory over the
Pennsylvania boys, winning by seven
points to two. Considering that the team
was unfamiliar with the course, this was
quite a satisfactory victory. McCarthy
and Flannagan won easily from their
opponents, gaining the entire three points.
McCarthy won from Brodbeck, 3 and 2.
While Mac didn't have such an easy time
with his opponent, after having his man
five down and six to go, he was carried
to the home green and was only able to
win two up. Nevertheless, Georgetown
won the best ball, five and four.
Dick Wilson and Chick Beger didn't
fare so well against their opponents, as
Chick lost his match on the home green
and Wilson was forced to the nineteenth
before he was able to win. On account
of poor teamwork they unfortunately lost
their best ball by two and one.
Manning and McBride easily defeated
their men, winning their best ball and
each one winning his individual match.
Manning won from his man by three and
two, and McBride defeated his man
easily by four and three.
In the afternoon the Blue and Gray
team jumped over to the beautiful
Merion Cricket Country Club and there
encountered the intercollegiate champion,
the strong Princeton team, losing by 5l/2
to 3'/,. This, after all, was not a bad
defeat, especially as they had such able
men. The boys were continually baffled
by the new lay-out, and also many were
finding trouble on the unfamiliar greens,
as they were quite different from those on
which the first match was played in the
morning.
McCarthy was defeated, 3 and 1, by
that stellar golfer from Princeton, George
Dunlap, Jr., who shot a brilliant round
of 72. Flannagan won from McWilliams,

Captain of Golf and Basketball—
Sprang Into Prominence in
Freshman Year—Won Seven
Tournaments in a Row—Best
Match Against Jones.
Probably the greatest golfer that
Georgetown has ever had, Maurice J. McCarthy, Jr., has garnered an impressive
string of victories and achievements in
the line of sports. However, he has not
merely confined his activities to golf. At
the present time, he is the newly-elected
captain of the Georgetown University
basketball team.
"Mac's" ability in cage contests is of
the highest quality.
He was regular
guard for the Blue and Gray Varsity
quint for last season. Being a steady,
reliable, heady player, he was elected by
his teammates as their leader for the
coming year. McCarthy was, also, given
(Continued on page 6 )
2 and 1, and needed a brilliant 75 to accomplish it.
The Georgetown boys
teamed well together, as usual, and won
their best ball with a 66, and as one might
infer this is no mean feat over a new and
championship course.
Wilson and Beger were still off their
game in the afternoon and met with stiff
opposition.
Consequently they dropped
their three points. Wilson, weary from
his campaign during the week, lost to the
captain, Johnny Stevens, by 4 and 3, after
losing the first four holes in succession.
Chick gave his opponent, Hershey, a good
battle and was only beaten on the last
hole, again by two down. Tough luck
seemed to follow them all the way around
and that is one thing that is hard to overcome.
Manning and McBride played well
against their opponents, McDougall and
Byrnes, winning V/2 points.
McBride
won his battle after a stiff match by 3
and 1. Manning likewise was tired out
from his week's play and succumbed to
his man by ."> and 4. The Georgetown
team was one up with their best ball
going to the eighteenth, hut lost the hole
witli a tour and the match was halted,
each side getting I'-j points and giving
Princeton the match.
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HILLTOP BATSMEN
GOLD BASKET BALLS
BAFFLED BY TEMPLE
GIVEN TO G. U. TEAM
Dunn Hits Best for Georgetown
—White Loses Control—Philadelphia Outfielder Pulls Admirable Double Play — Rain
Halts Game.
There were plenty of gray skies on
Monday afternoon, but they did not blend
so well with Georgetown, nor did the
Temple batsmen Mini to mind them much
as long as they had Cooper on the mound.
With rain threatening every minute, the
Pennsylvania boys took advantage of all
they could and pounded out seven runs
against the two that the Hilltoppers were
able to push over.
Coupled with 'Tacky'' White's somewhat erratic pitching, the G. LJ. batsmen
had some difficulty in finding the ball
when Cooper sped it across, although they
did pull some neat fielding at times.
Johnny Dunn succeeded in planting two
on the mile path, but was only allowed
two on account of ground rules.
In the fifth, White blew up completely
and allowed three runs to cross the plate,
one of which was on a wild pitch, and a
runner was still on first. Then Poole relieved him and permitted one more run.
Then, having been warmed up, he held
the Owls scoreless until rain halted the
game at the end of the seventh.
One of the best fielding plays seen for
a long time on Varsity Field was pulled
by Wearshing, center fielder for Temple,
in the fourth. Dunn had doubled and
Scalzi sent a hot liner over short. It
looked as though the ball wanted to rest
in one of the cars parked along the drive,
but Wearshing made a jump, smeared it
in mid-air, and then fell on his back.
Rolling over, he pegged to second in time
to put out Dunn for a double play.
In the seventh, the Hilltoppers started
(Continued on page 6)

Coach John D. O'Reilly, who will lead his charges to Annapolis, Saturday, for a
dual track meet with Navy.

ENROPE BEGINS ITS SPORT
SEASON.

HARRY HILLMAN SCORES
N. C. A. A.

By ERIK KJELLSTROM

"If the college organizations feel that
they should have more say in Olympic
matters, the best and easiest method would
be for all the college organizations, as
well as the individual colleges, to join
the A. A. I'.." says Harry Hillman, Dartmouth Track Coach, in his article "Cinder Champions," in the June issue of
College Humor.
"I believe," he continues, "that the collegiate associations should control athletics during the college term and that the
Amateur Athletic Union should have
supervision in summer vacation periods
and after graduation; otherwise athletics
in this country would soon become professionalized or remain inactive. Many
of our best athletes, although developed
in college, have remained active and
greatly improved in open competition, and
this state of •affairs is possible only
through the interest of the many athletic
clubs whose policies are controlled by the
Amateur Athletic Union. At the present
time there is no athletic organization in
this country capable of controlling American athletics other than the Amateur
Athletic Union, this body being recognized
by foreign bodies as the active organization.
"In order to eliminate the friction between the different bodies controlling athletics in this country, as to the supervision
■ t American participation in Olympic
competition, it might be advisable for the
Federal Government at Washington, to
appoint a chairman, who in turn would
have power to appoint representative cora(Continued on page 6)

In Europe they have football fans, too!
They crowd the stadia quite as badly as
here in America. Worse than here,. I
really think. The Wimbley Stadium in
England has the record for an athletic
crowd; once in 1923 they had over
200,000 spectators at a football game
there! And if we believe the English
papers, there were 50,000 other fans standing outside of the gates trying to crash
lhem at their first convenience! But the
"bobbies" were too good and the poor
fans did not get a chance to see the ball
in its exciting trips over the wet grass,
because I am pretty sure it was raining.
I guess it couldn't help doing so in dear
old England. They go "crazy" over football in England twice a week! From
September to the end of May the professional soccer football players draw the
crowds to the stadiums in the bigger
cities. You can hardly open an English
sporting paper or a "joke paper" (of
which England is full) without finding at
least one story telling about the little
office boy that walks in to his chief and
asks to be excused in the afternoon because his dear grandmother died and with
the chief answering: "Just a second, pal,
I'll he right with you. I am going out
there myself. I am betting on Huddersfield ..."
That is in England, where they can play
the year around. But not so in my home
country. There we have that long, dark
winter, when the evening begins at three
o'clock in the afternoon, and you will
(Continued on page 6)

FRATERNITIES ELECT
COUNCIL OFFICERS
Golf Rivals to Meet at Argyle
Country Club, Weather Permitting—Tennis Matches to Be
Confined to Doubles.
In accordance with the practice of the
Inter-fraternity Council, the following
were elected to office, their terms to begin in the fall: President, Charles P. Nugent, of Phi Beta Gamma; Vice-President, Tom G. Mooney, of Delta Chi; Secretary, Hubert E. Jacobs, of Delta Phi
Epsilon; Treasurer, Albert E. Kling, of
Psi Omega. Much praise and commendation was voiced among the delegates who
represent the various fraternities affiliated
with the Council concerning the splendid
manner in which Jack Dudley, of Psi
Omega, the retiring President, guided the
destinies of the organization the present
year, ably assisted by his fellow officers,
R. Leech, of Gamma Eta Gamma; Ed.
Murphy, of Delta Sigma Pi; and W. F.
Schwartz, of Phi Alpha.
The golf tournament as well as the tennis matches, sponsored by the Inter-fraternity Council, have been delayed, due to
the inevitable presence and dampening effects of rain the past two Sundays, but
should Jupiter Pluvius refrain from further caprice, the representatives from the
fraternities will yet have an opportunity
of settling their friendly rivalries upon the
greens and courts before the termination
of the scholastic year.
Nine of the fraternities affiliated with
the Council, have teams entered in the
golf tournament, which will be plaj'ed
at Argyle Golf and Country Club, Sunday. May 12, the weather permitting.
Teams are composed of three men, the
erampionship trophy being awarded to the
one turning in the lowest net score for
18 holes; while an award will also be
(Continued on page 6)

Corcoran's Blue and Gray Orchestra Furnished Music—List of
Patrons Large — Arthur J.
Quinn Chairman of the Committee.
'I hrough the efforts of Arthur J. Quinn
and the kindness of a host of patrons, a
dance held in Bridgeport, Conn., took in
sufficient funds to enable the sponsors to
purchase gold basketballs for the Georgetown University team. The affair took
place in the Hotel Stratfield on Wednesday, April 3, of this year.
Corcoran's Blue and Gray Orchestra,
which has its home in Xew Haven, Conn.,
furnished the music for the event. The
orchestra consists of fifteen pieces and
the rendition of the melodies was excellent. Corcoran, it will be remembered,
is the writer of the "Blue and Gray,"
Georgetown's favorite song.
The gold basketballs were presented to
Capt. Freddy Mesmer, Maurice McCarthy, John Mara, John Dutton, Hal
Meenan, Bill Shea, Paul Dillon, John
Scalzi, John Byrnes, John Dunn, Coach
Ripley, Fr. McDonough, and Richard
Charlesworth. The President of the
Yard presented the basketball to Fr.
McDonough and was, in turn, the recipient of a trophy from the Prefect of
Discipline.
The committee that arranged and
straightened out the details of the dance
were: Arthur J. Quinn (Chairman),
Michael Bruno, Robert Avery, "Dud"
Saur, Ray Whelan, Wm. Heeney, Jack
Seekings, James O'Connell, Edward J.
Reilly. The list of the patrons for the
affair is printed below:
George P. Leal, Frank Nastrey, M.D.,
Earl S. Shook, Harry Brinkerhoff, Sam,uel Elwood, George Eckart, Floyd Bancroft, Alvin D. Moulton, John E. F.
Jones, Mrs. Samuel Drew, Joseph E.
Marvin, Kenneth L. Bishop, M.D., Anthony Bruno, Edward P. Quinn, John
Shea, M.D., Robert J. Kelly, W. C. Watson, M.D., Fred Atwater, Clifford J.
Lewis, Andrew McQueeney, M.D., John
G. Fitzgerald, Charles E. Mathieu, George
S. Hill, James F. Walsh, S. Silver, J. J.
Kersey, M.D., F. J. Keeley, M.D., Elizabeth M. Scully, John L. Grills, P. Sproviero, Gerald Doherty, A. P. Garneau,
M.D., Fred Eckart, A. E. Eccles, Harrison G. Streeter, Robert E. Hurley, Richard Coughlin, William O'Brien, John F.
Murphy, Frederick W. Bayers, Gladys
(Continued on page 16)

NUMEROUS SENIORS
IN GOLF TOURNAMENT
Greatest Classic of Season Now
On—All Courses Swamped by
1929 Men — Famous Hagenbeck-Wallace Trophy Is Prize.
Numerous high-ranking men of the
graduating class of 1929 turned in lowmedal scores in the Senior Sweepstakes
tournament held this morning. The Senior
Class turned out almost to a man for this,
the greatest golf classic of the new season.
Among those competing for the Hagenbeck-Wallace trophies are: Theodore
Geis, Paul Miller, Raymond Flannery,
Warren Grant, John Flannery, Charles
Gleason, W. Pielsticker, Jawge O'Connor, Bernard Moloney, Charles Maloney,
Samuel Colman, (ieorge Rice, Francis
Brogan, John Clarke, Daniel Friary, F.
J. McKenna, W. Fitzgerald, Paul McDonough, J. L- Dorgan, John Kearns, F.
Farrell, Richard Charlesworthy, Ernest
Duhaime, Thomas McDevitt, Malcolm
Brady, Henry Langenkamp.
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FROSH MAKE DEBUT.

HILLMAN SCORES N. C. A. A.
(Continued from page 5)
mittees from college and other associations in the different sections of the country. It might also be advisable to enlist
the services of former Olympic athletes,
who have had experience in international
competition, to assist in the organization
of Olympic matters. There is, however,
no denying the fact that the Amateur
Athletic Union has supervised the management of all Olympic games from 1904
to date, and regardless of criticism, their
efforts have been most successful. But
some plan to remove the animosity prevalent in the past would make for harmonious organization."

HOYAGRAMS
By EDMUND L. BRUNINI, '31
Georgetown avenged the basketball defeat suffered at the hands of West Virginia
in the early part of this year, by coming out 011 the better side of an 8-6 score, in
the baseball game yesterday. The name was good, but there were errors, and cosily
errors at that. The Hilltoppcrs put on a rally in the sixth inning, which, eventually,
won the game. In that frame, five hits in a row -were registered. 'The Mountaineer
pitcher was removed.

*****

By defeating Lafayette 8 to 1, the Blue and Gray tennis team shows that they are out
of the slump. When this squad gets going it will take stiff opposition to gain a
victory over them.

*****

MCCARTHY COLLEGIATE CHAMP
(Continued from page 4)
serious consideration by the pickers of
the mythical ail-American basketball
quints.
During his high school years, the Hilltop champion was captain of three sports.
In Kingsport, Tenn., he was the leader
in basketball. He was the choice of
Stanford High for the captainship of
both football and gglf. At the present
time, Maurice resides in New York City.
The Georgetown star first sprang into
prominence in his Freshman year, 1926,
beating Max Marston after exhibiting a
brilliant brand of golf. However, he
then lost to. Von Elm, who went on to
win the tourney.
The versatile McCarthy has qualified
three years in a row for the Walker
Cup team. Year before last, he captured
seven tournaments in a row. Has won
two qualifying medals in Washington.
Was the title holder in the Invitation tourney last year. In the Metropolitan handicap rating, the Blue and Gray captain is
given the handicap of one. McCarthy, in
three years, has advanced from six to
one. That clearly shows his championship caliber.
Last year, representing G. U., Maurice
swept his way to the title of Intercollegiate golf champion. Playing brilliantly,
"Mac" was able to advance easily to the
finals. There, he defeated Roberts, of
Yale, for the coveted crown.
Exhibiting his best game of golf, the
Hilltop star gave Bobby Jones one of
the greatest scares in his life. The match
was held in Minneapolis, at the Minnekahda Golf Club, before a large crowd.
After a thrilling duel, Jones finally won,
2 up. In the golf mashie tournament,
played at Newport, R. I., McCarthy
placed second. In the New York State
open, he was tied with Hagen for third
place.

VANDERBILT BOWS TO C. U.
(Continued from page 4)
hope he will be able to keep up the good
work.
The summary of the match: SinglesPare defeated Crum, 6—3, 6—0; Mesmer
defeated Cunningham, 6—1, 6—2; Lowenstein defeated McBride, 6—3, 6—2; Callan defeated Murphy, 6—3, 6—2. Doubles
—Pare and Mesmer defeated Crum and
Cunningham, 6—3, 6—3; Callan and Mulvihill defeated Murphy and Lowenstein,
6—3, 6—4.

ELECT COUNCIL OFFICERS
(Continued from page 5)
given to that player who has the lowest
score in the same.
Ten teams have been entered in the tennis matches, the competition being devoted
solely to doubles. These matches are
being played at the convenience of those
competing so that the championship
game can be played on Sunday, May 19th,
thus terminating the council's activities
for the present year.

Pare and Mangin gave intercollegiate circles a thing or two to think about when they
defeated all comers in the Washington Invitation 'Tournament, held recently. In the
finals they disposed of a famous doubles team in Williams and JVaslibum. We have a
slight premonition that Georgetown will have the next intercollegiate doubles champions.

The golfers from Georgetoivn literally swarmed the courts in the recent tournament
held there in Washington. It really zvas almost a monopoly. S'too bad they didn't
monopolise the crown. However, the quality of our pill-chasers was clearly shown in
that tourney. McCarthy, last year's winner of the event, succeeded to Dick Wilson in
the semi-finals. Neither zvas up to his usual brand of golf. Eacli had shot much better
in previous matches. We like to think that if McCarthy had played his customary
flazvless game, he zoould have retained his title of champion.

*****
This dual meet with Navy, Saturday, will be quite an event. Georgetown is bringing a formidable squad oz'cr to Annapolis, and have an even chance of bringing back
a victory. Hozvever, the Midshipmen are not to be underrated. If zee do so, zve're
out to be unpleasantly surprised. The sailor lads have the uncomfortable habit of
piling up points in the field events. Yet, Gcorgetozvn has the comfortable habit of
garnering a number of tallies in the running events.

*****
A busy week-end lies in front of the Hilltop golfers, what with Holy Cross, Harvard, and an exhibition affair up in Aront'alk, Conn. If they go through this unscathed
then Gcorgetozcn will know that they truly have a team of championship calibre. Of
course, this isn't saying that we do not knozv it nozo. Yet, this will be quite a proof.
And a welcome one at that!

EUROPE BEGINS ITS SPORT SEASON
(Continued from page 5)
have a mighty hard time not to get tired
of the long evenings over the books and
coffee pots. But in the end of March
the snow is melting away and the football is beginning to be kicked on the wet,
soggy fields, and in the mild spring sunshine the people like to spend their Sunday afternoons in the stadiums watching
the game of innumerable variations, soccer football or association football as
they term it in Great Britain.
Now the season is on and in the latest
papers from "the other side" I find the
pages filled with pictures from the
matches. The ambitious fellows are training with Scandinavian earnestness to earn
a berth on the international teams that
are to meet the foreign opponents at home
or abroad. They have wonderful trips,
those happy fellows; they visit most all
of the nations of Europe. They play
football, sing and dance, and have a jolly
good time, all for their country! They
are picturesque and inviting, those international soccer football matches. There
is music, flowers and flying banners;
there is sport and national excitement!
There are festivities and banquets and the
players have a wonderful time.
1 used to get all enthused about these
trips from the narrations of a great
friend of mine who has played in four
Olympic Games and who has played soccer football in eleven foreign countries!
He is a wonderful sportsman and a wonderful man. I do not doubt that these
many years in amateur competition among
different peoples, festivities, and national
excitement has made its imprint on his
soul, has widened his outlook on sports
and sportsmanship. Sometimes I think

with sorrow on the greatness and largeness of America. The mere size of this
country and perhaps also its distance
from the rest of the world simply prevents many of its wonderful athletes to
get these opportunities to take part in
international sports. But you have got
so many other opportunities, so I presume
you will have to be satisfied with them.
You ought to!
But nevertheless Europe's spring season is on. Track has started in the
North with the annual cross-country
races. In France and Germany the first
ones were held a month ago. But in
Sweden and Finland the snow has been
too heavy this season, and first now the
runners can put on their shoes and chase
each other in the woods, uphill and downhill, over stones and mountains. In these
countries cross-country is a real legbreaking game. Perhaps it is in that
game that Edvin Wide has won his most
brilliant victories. His ability to speed
dozen the hills, between trees and stones,
is admirable. I know of a race where he
gained 150 yards by simply flying down a
hill of 400 to 500 yards in length. "How
do you do it?" 1 asked him. "Well, that
is simple, very simple; I just lean forward, use my eyes and head and then let
my legs go. That's all I" Wide answered.
But I am sure it is not as easy as he said.
because all the other chaps have a hard
enough time to merely come down! '
Soon the cinder tracks will be in condition to begin the track meets, and then
we will have to expect some new world's
records again. Larva of Finland, Engelhart of Germany have not as yet said
their last word on the 1,500, mile, and 800
meters! Perhaps France's idols, Ladoumegue and Martin, have the same ideas
in their minds? Let's hope so!

On Saturday the Georgetown Freshmen
made their debut on the diamond by defeating Western High School 11-7.
M iidd and Leonard pitched well for the
Frosh. Moynihan and Lee pounded out
three-baggers, while Gannon, Brennan
and Sullivan rated doubles. The high
school lads scored but four safeties.
Then on Sunday the yearlings traveled
to Georgetown Prep. The game was
called on account of rain in the third
with the score 4-3 in favor of the Freshmen. Leonard pitched again for the firstyear men.

HILLTOP BAFFLED BY TEMPLE
(Continued from page 5)
what looked like a big rally, but it was
cut short with only Morris crossing the
pan. The last half of this frame was
played in a light downfall of rain, which
grew steadily heavier. After the third
out, Umpires White and Watt decided to
call it a day.
TEMPLE
AB H
O
A
Leaness, 3b
3
110
Rambone, ss
4
2
15
Wearshing, cf
3
2
11
Rowan, 2b
2
0
5
1
Young, lb
3
18
0
Bonner, rf
3
0
0
0
Godfrey, If
4
110
McCahon, c
3
0
4
1
Cooper, p
2
0
0
2
Totals

27

GEORGETOWN
Bozek, lb
Malone, rf
Dunn, ss
Scalzi, 2b
Duplin, If
McCarty, cf
Morris, 3b
Donovan, c
Phelan
White, p
Poole, p
Totals
Temple
Georgetown

7

21

10

AB H
O
A
3
0
9
1
3
0
0
0
3
2
14
3
0
2
2
2
12
0
3
13
0
3
10
1
2
0
4
0
0
0
0
0
10
0
2
2
10
1

25
10 0
0 10

6
2
0

4
0

21
11
0 0—7
0 1—2

FROSH SWAMP EASTERN HIGH
(Continued front page 4)
town) ; third, Ricca (Georgetown). Time,
10^5 seconds.
120-Yard High Hurdles — Won by
Everett (Eastern) ; second, Donaldson
(Georgetown). Time, 17 seconds.
One-Mile Run — Won by Downing
(Georgetown) ; second, F. Miles (Eastern) ; third. St. Lawrence (Georgetown).
Time, 4 minutes 38^ seconds.
110-Yard Run — Won by Briggs
(Georgetown) ; second, Carlin (Georgetown) ; third, Burke (Georgetown). Time,
524^ seconds.
High Jump—Won by Corrigan (Georgetown) ; second, Jenkins (Eastern) ; third,
Canning (Georgetown). Height, 5 feet 8
inches.
880-Yard Run—Won by Mcra (Georgetown) ; second, Kelly (Georgetown) ;
third, Teevens (Georgetown). Time, 1
minute 59^ seconds.
16-Pound Shot Put—Won by Slezak
((ieorgetown) ;
second, T r e m b 1 a y
(Georgetown); third, Paulette (Georgetown). Distance, 41 feet l'/2 inches.
Broad Jump—Won by Corrigan
((ieorgetown); second, Carlin (Georgetown) ; third. Oxlcy (Eastern). Distance,
21 feet 2 inches.
Javelin Throw—Won by Paulette
(Georgetown); second, Slezak ((ieorgetown); third, Allison (Eastern). Distance, 153 feet.
820-Yard Dash—Won by Kilgallen
(Georgetown) ; second, Briggs (Georgetown); third. Burke
(Georgetown).
Time,
onds.
Discus Throw —Won by Slezak
(Georgetown) ; second, Paulette (Georgetown); third, Lee (Georgetown). Distance, 119 feet 2 inches.
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ONE MOMENT, PLEASE

DEAN FOOTE PRESIDENT
OF MEDICAL SOCIETY.

BY TOM BURKE

Dr. John Foote, newly-appointed
Dean of the School of Medicine, was
honored last week by election to the
presidency of the Medical Society of
the District of Columbia at its annual
business meeting. The new medical
dean, who is prominent in Georgetown
alumni activities, will be the speaker
at the dedication of the medical-dental
building at the forthcoming June commencement.

SANE TREATMENT FOR THE INSANE
Among the many strides made in the department of medicine today, there is
one department that needs special mention from the fact that it has contributed no
small share of quota to the general field of advancement, and also its special branch
of professional work is not always clearly understood. We refer to the specialty in
medicine known as phychiatry, which deals with the very broad subject of mental
diseases. It is surprising to note that it is only within very recent times that an
intelligent concerted effort has been made to place the study upon a scientific basis
and this for various reasons. That the profession is awakening from its night of misconception and candidly has admitted its mistakes, is a sincere confession of its unsuccessful treatment of such cases in the past. The literature appertaining to the
subject contained a confusing conglomeration of technical terms, each author foisting
upon the student of psychiatry his own particular nomenclature to designate such and
such a condition. Outside Freud and Kraepelin, there are few pioneers in this work,
but there has arisen a host of writers whose works frustrated the end for which they
were written, and thus rendered the study more obscure, which at its best, was hampered with hopeless ambiguity.
( hie does not have to turn back many years of the calendar to find that the treatment of the insane was nothing short of legalized cruelty and tyrannical force, and
this was in a great measure due to the fact that psychiatrists approached the subject
from the wrong angle. It is a matter of history that he records of the lunatic asylums
in their modes of treatment and discipline were a blot upon the escutcheon of civilization, and this long after we were supposed to have emerged from the darkness of the
Middle Ages. The poor unfortunate victim was thrown into an institution which
was nothing better than a dungeon, and mannacled and chained to the walls like a
wild beast. The scourge and the lash were frequently applied as the only sedative then
known to quell the paroxysmal outbursts of the mentally deranged. The very environment with which they surrounded them was conductive in every way to making
their condition worse, and all this under the regime of lunacy commissions supposed
to be composed of the best brains of the day. From time to time someone had the
courage of raising his voice or using his pen to ameliorate this state of affairs, but
the voice crying in the wilderness was soon drowned out by the retrogressive and
fanatical powers that be. Dickens was as great a reformer as a novelist, and his immortal and inimitable pen did much in calling the attention of the world to this pitiable
plight. In view of what we know, it is hard to conceive that medical men and legislators allowed this crying outrage to go on unchecked. The very hopelessness of their
efforts never seemed to suggest to them that maybe a radical change of treatment
would produce better results. Therefore, it came to be accepted that insanity in the
broad sense of the word was hopelessly incurable, and the only measure to be adopted
was that of complete isolation. This was done from the consideration of mutual
safety, but the interluding protracted torture that would do credit to Chinese tutelage,
is something beyond ordinary comprehension. It is true that mental disease as a
scientific study was practically nil, and the most grotesque etiology was ascribed as
its cause. Was it any wonder that flagellation took such a prominent part in the
therapy of the insane. Was it any wonder that commital to such an institution was
tantamount to a living incarceration, in comparison with which, the black hole of
Calcutta would be a happy burlesque. We hear so much about evolution and the
generic species from which we sprang. We should be a little more concerned about
our mental progress, and the twentieth century has brought its striking change.
Today the new is a radical reversal of the old, and the nightmare of yesterday has
passed. With our newer light upon this interesting subject of mental diseases, there
has come into existence the sane treatment for the insane. Today the institutions that
deal with these unfortunates are models in their environment, their hygiene, their
treatment and in the character and qualifications of the men who superintend this
work. They now treat an insane mind as a diseased mind and closely correlate their
findings with the best that is known in internal medicine. The day of the ball and
chain is gone, and rational freedom whenever possible is allowed. The beauty of
God's sunshine and the tributes of nature are given them. The magic of music with
its irresistible appeal is employed. The care of specially trained nurses is devotedly
given and the physical factors are looked after by regular hours of rest and recreation, in good food, in cheerful surroundings and in proper medication when the
latter is deemed necessary. Dr. Percy D. Hickling, Professor of Clinical Psychiatry
and Neurology, Georgetown Medical School, and Superintendent of the Psychiatry
Department at Gallinger Hospital, has always emphasized the above facts to his student classes. He is a practical exponent of these modern methods of treatment, and
has made it a rule in the institution over which he has charge that any attendant
coming to him with the complaint of having been violently treated by a patient, such
attendant is liable to be immediately dismissed. He claims that gentleness and kindness are far more effective in producing satisfactory results in these cases, than the
slightest effort of force or coercion in getting a patient to observe any of the rules. In
other words, the key of the situation lies in- the history that the mentally diseased is
trying to give us, and that in these incoherent utterances the expertly trained may find
the clue to the problem.
That the newer and saner treatment of mental conditions has more than justified
its adoption is obvious to those who care to interest themselves in such matters. These
modern institutions with their highly trained personnel and with the latest equipment
for hydro-therapy treatment return many of the patients to health, to home and to
society. They reduce in no small considerable amount the burden of taxation which
would in a very short time assume alarming proportions if these measures were not
taken to rehabilitate these mental wrecks. The newer method has shown to the world
that diseases of the mind, just like diseases of the body, are amenable to treatment,
and in the employment of the art of psychiatry, an incalculable amount of good is
done to the individual per se and to the community at large. It is true that there are
mental cases like the other pathological conditions of the body that are hopelessly
incurable, and to them death comes as a blessed relief. But when it comes it knocks
gently at their door and enters as a messenger with a reprieve.

WHO'S WHO AMONG THE
MEDICAL GRADUATING
CLASS.
By TOM BURKE
"Blow on thou wintry winds," said King
Lear, "thou art not half so cruel as man's
ingratitude." This is one of the chief
indictments frequently brought against
human nature, and, consequently, services
in the interests of others, no matter how
altruistic be their nature, are soon forgotten. Columbus died in chains for the
discovery of a new world, and Napoleon
died in exile for the birth of the French
Republic. So runs the tale from the
highest to the lowest things in life, and
lest we forget, we present for a few
moments, John D. Wynkoop, President
of the Senior Medical Class. John is a
local boy, residing at 1824 Lamont St.,
N. W. He took his elementary training
at Central High School, of this city,
where he was a member of the cadet
corps. His pre-medical course was taken
at Georgetown University, where he was
a member of the R. O. T. C, and the
Biology Club. At Georgetown Medical
School, he was elected vice-president in
his Sophomore year, and president in his
Junior and Senior years. He is presiding
Senior of the Phi Chi Fraternity.
It can be said in this instance that John
Wynkoop justly deserves his full mead
of praise. He has been untiring in his
efforts to promote class harmony and
class spirit, and in all the difficulties that
the present Senior Class has encountered,
John has been the man to straighten out
all the creases and bring matters to a mutually satisfactory issue. His was no
easy task, for the problems of medical
students are many and serious. That he
has steered this body of men safely to
the termination of their student career is
undoubtedly due to that suave and diplomatic executive genius which is the trait
which has undoubtedly fitted him for his
onerous position. Impartial to the last
degree, he has won for himself the sincerest respect, admiration and affection
of each and every member. While he has
many friends, he has been many in one to
each of them. On the night of the Senior
banquet, the class gave tangible expression of their friendship and appreciation
by presenting him with a magnificent
wrist-watch, something that he may hold
as a life-long souvenir of what he has
meant to his classmates. We were fortunate in having such a man as our president, and to him is due in no small measure much of the success of our present
class. John will intern at Providence
Hospital, of this city. In going there
he takes with him a loyalty and a depth
of feeling not frequently encountered in
the annals of class affairs. That he
should be a phenomenal success in his
profession would never surprise us, and
that life will be always more than kind
to him is the individual and collective sentiment of the fellows for whom he has
done so much during the years of struggle through which we have gone.

CAPT. BUTLER SPEAKS
TO MEDICAL STUDENTS
Commandant of Naval Hospital
Lectures on Dreaded Diseases
—Dr. Foote Expresses Appreciation.
()u Friday evening, May 3, at 8 p. m.,
in Gaston Hall, Captain Butler, Commandant of the Naval Hospital, Washington, D. C, gave to the students of
Georgetown Medical School, a very interesting lecture on syphilis and yaws.
The distinguished speaker of the evening
was introduced by the Rev. Walter G.
Summers, S.J., Regent of the Medical
and Dental Schools, who said that no
introduction was at all necessary in this
case, as Captain Butler was very well
known to the entire medical world for the
research work he has done in these
diseases. Fr. Summers briefly reviewed
the great clinical experiences that Captain Butler has accumulated in the many
years of his medical work, and the
pioneer service he has rendered to the
inhabitants of Haiti in practically wiping
out from that country this dreaded
scourge of humanity. The eminent guest
of the evening opened his lecture by
reference to the fact that it is to be regretted that the youth of the day have
much pseudo knowledge about sex matters, and that if they were really conversant with the pathological and clinical
factors of syphilis, it would be equivalent
to an eloquent sermon in stones. This
dreaded disease has been the curse of
mankind for centuries, and one of the
chief reasons for this was the veil of
secrecy that all countries had always
{Continued on page 14)

MEDICAL SODALITIES
HOLD MAY MEETING
Father Summers Celebrates Mass
—New Members to Be Received on Sunday.
The regular monthly meeting of the
Sodality of the Blessed Virgin Mary was
held in Dahlgren Chapel on Sunday
morning, May 5, at ten o'clock. The
Medical and Dental Schools were extremely well represented, and we believe
that the attendance on this occasion exceeded that of any prvious meetings this
year. The Rev. Walter G. Summers,
Regent of the Medical and Dental
Schools, celebrated Mass, and the majority of the students received Holy
Communion. It was a very gratifying
sight to see such a large number of young
men who are being trained for professional work approach the altar rail, thus
giving the dual evidence of practical faith
in the Divine Presence and a sincere devotion to Mary, the Mother of Christ.
Father Summers, during his discourse,
called the attention of the men to this
pertinent point, he said, "This being the
month of May and the month set apart
for devotion to the Blessed Virgin Mary,
it was a source of great pleasure to notice
such a large student body express their
filial devotion to the Mother of God by
their splendid attendance this morning.
Such an expresison finds its counterpart
in all that is beautiful in art, painting
and poetry; for Mary has been an inspiration for the geniuses of the world
and many of their masterpieces were the
result of their artistic appreciation of her
transcendant spiritual beauty and purity.
'Our tainted nature's solitary boast' was
the succinct expression of a poet's soul,
and he said it all in that. The man who
could not derive inspiration from the most
casual consideration of this subject was
indeed impervious to all the refining influences of life, and maternity in the
very essence of its sacredness was nothing hut an empty word."
{Continued on page 14)
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PHI BETA GAMMA
FOREIGN SERVICE TO
REELECTS NUGENT
RAISE REQUIREMENTS
Two Years of Preliminary
Studies to Be Required—To
Prepare Students for More
Specialized and Technical
Branches.
As a result of a wide survey of present-day needs in professional training, the
executives of the Georgetown University
School of Foreign Service yesterday announced their decision to place the school
on a semi-graduate basis.
Beginning with the next academic session, two years of preliminary studies will
be required, devoted mainly to such cultural subjects as will properly prepare
for the more specialized and technical
branches of foreign service training. These
professional studies will be concentrated
more particularly in the last three years
of the course, it was explained, thereby
extending to a five-year period the curriculum for students who are devoting
their entire time to the work of the
school.
The two years of preliminary
studies may be taken either at the school
of foreign service or an equivalent period
will be accepted from a recognized college of liberal arts.
The action of the school authorities it
was explained in a signed statement by
the executive faculty, was actuated by a
belief held in common with many other
educators that overemphasis is being
placed on unbalanced and prelature technical training. The two years of college
work, it was explained, would provide
more leisure for the formation of "that
liberalized state of mind which should
prove the best guarantee for a wise, efficient and moral administration of the tremendous political and economic power devolving upon the coming generation in
America."
New Needs Recognized
The School of Foreign Service "having
met the urgent necessity of providing for
a competently trained personnel for the
conduct of our foreign trade and international relations," the statement added,
"has invited its faculty and student body,
both past and present, to cooperate in
rendering the next decade of the school's
existence as adapted to the new needs in
American education as were the first ten
years to the economic needs of the postwar period."
In making its decision to reorganize its
curriculum to meet what it recognizes as
the new needs in education, the School of
Foreign Service takes the position that the
post-war period in American professional
training neglected to a large extent "the
broad and liberal background which assures an intelligent and fruitful application of technical knowledge to human
relations."
"The educational world, as a consequence," the statement continued, "is now
discussing the serious crisis through which
liberal education is passing and responsible
spokesmen openly confess the need of a
general restatement of purposes and methods. One leading educator has frankly
suggested that sheer electivism threatens
us with a tyranny of mediocrity. Of all
forms
of
government,
representative
democracy has the greatest need of individual leadership through dependable
personalities.
The statement, which explains the reasons for the most radical departure yet
taken by the 10-year-old department of
the University, was signed by Rev. W.
Coleman
Nevils,
S.J.,
President of
Georgetown; Rev. Edmund A. Walsh,
S.J., Regent of the School of Foreign
Service; Dr. William F. Notz, the Dean;
Dr. James Brown Scott, Chairman of
the Graduate Committee, and Dr. Thomas
H. Healy, Assistant Dean and Secretary
of the Executive Committee.

Former Chief Justice Honored by
Choice for Second Term —
Other Officers Also Chosen.
With the approach of the examinations
and the termination of the present school
term, the following have been elected to
preside over the destinies of Phi Beta
Gamma Legal Fraternity for Alpha Chapter's ensuing year: Chief Justice Charles
P. Nugent, of Detroit, Mich., who occupied the same office the past year; Anthony J. Albert, of Toledo, Ohio, Associate Justice; Howard G. Campbell, of
Gooding, Idaho, Clerk; Frank J. McGuire of Narragansett Pier, R. I., Bailiff;
Martin J. Snelus, of Ashtabula, Ohio,
Historian; Anthony N. Sadlak, of Rockville, Conn., Chancellor; and James J.
Winters, of Pawtucket, R. I., Marshall.
The fraternity has already concluded
all its social functions and the members
are preparing for the approaching examinations. Its last function was the farewell testimonial banquet, which is annually given in honor of the graduating
members and which was tendered in the
early part of May.
The new members accepted into the
Chapter's ranks the present year .were:
Messrs. Thomas A. Farrell, of Pittston,
Pa.; Martin J. Snelus, of Ashtabula,
Ohio; Francis J. Ludes, of Sterlton, Pa.;
Anthony J. Albert, of Toledo, Ohio;
Frank J. McGuire, of Narragansett Pier,
R. I.; James J. Winters, of Pawtucket,
R. I.; Howard G. Campbell, of Gooding,
Idaho; Anthony N. Sadlack, of Rockville, Conn.; Vincent A. deBenedetta, of
Greenport, L,. I.; and Ronald N. Davies,
of Grand Fork, N. D.
Retiring officers are: R. Emmett Jones,
of Two Harbors, Minn.; Daniel E. Kiley,
of Adams, Mass.; Simon Reilly, of Nidland, Md.; Ray J. Doyle, of New Haven,
Conn.; and John Wm. Dillon, of Valley
Falls, R. I.

FOREIGN SERVICE GRAD
IN GUATEMALA.
Dr. Thomas H. Healy, Assistant Dean
of the School of Foreign Service of
Georgetown University, has just received
a letter from Mr. Francis A. Bennett, a
member of last year's graduating class,
advising him of his recent promotion to
the position of Assistant Manager of the
West Indian Oil Company's interests in
Guatemala.
Mr. Bennett was awarded the Bachelor
of Foreign Service degree in June, 1928,
after completing four years at the School
of Foreign Service of Georgetown University in preparation for a foreign service career. Immediately upon graduation
he took up a position with the Standard
Oil Company of New Jersey and after
spending several months in the New York
office of the Standard Oil Company was
sent to Porto Rico to take up a position
with their branch office there. After
spending several months in Porto Rico,
Mr. Bennett left for Guatemala to take
up the position of Assistant Manager of
the West India Oil Company.
Mr. Bennett writest that upon reporting to the offices in Guatemala he was
pleasantly surprised to find another
Georgetown student occupying the position of Manager, in the person of Mr.
Erskine E. McGuire, who was graduated
from the School of Foreign Service in
June, 1927, with the Bachelor of Foreign
Service degree. Since that time Mr. McGuire has been employed in the branch
offices of the West India Oil Company in
the West Indies and Central American
countries.
These two former graduates of the
School of Foreign Service are now in
direct charge of the company's interests
in Guatemala, which is considered the best
territory of the company in Central
America.

The Rev. Paul A. McNally, S.J.,
has announced that the Astronomical Observatory, of which he is Director, will be open on fine Friday
evenings for the students and their
friends. The students are urged to
take advantage of this opportunity,
as the instruments and telescopes at
the observatory are most interesting
and well worth seeing.

F. S. STUDENTS AT
INTERNATIONAL BALL
First Annual Dance to Be Given
by Members of University
Club.
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The Foreign Service School is going
to be well represented at the "Round the
World Ball" which the International University Club is giving on tomorrow night
at the Arlington Hotel. Dr. Coutinho,
who has been connected with the club
since its inception, has promised to attend
the dance, and Mr. Chang, professor of
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Chinese at the School, who has done
much to complete the plans for the affair
has guaranteed not to miss a single dance.
Among the Foreign Service students
more interest has been aroused in this
ball than in any other affair which has
taken place since the Foreign Service
Ball. This is only natural when one considers the cosmopolitan and international
character of the club which is sponsoring
the "Round the World Ball."
Started by a mere handful at the beginning of this school year the International
University Club has grown with amazing
rapidity, and now numbers more than
seventy members; every university in
Washington is represented in its membership, one university in Maryland, and also
several foreign universities. The "Round
the World Ball," which is being given
for the first time this year, is going to be
an annual affair, and the more than three
hundred persons who attend this year are
assured of an evening which they will
remember for many years, because of its
many enjoyable and unusual features.
Members of the Spanish Embassy and
the Chinese Legation are going to be
present, and a series of numbers have
been prepared which will be given in between dances, and which will be dedicated
to the foreign countries from which the
club draws most of its membership.
The ball will actually take the form of
a round the world trip and, although it
will be an imaginary one, the costumes
and decorations of many lands will add
to the atmosphere of the occasion, and
those who start from Xew York City in
the first dance, then visiting Spain, France,
Germany, other Europe, and the Far East
in the following dances are sure to catch
some of the spirit and culture of these
countries.
One who has never attended a gathering of as cosmopolitan and international
in nature as this one cannot appreciate
the eagerness and enthusiasm with which
all club members are waiting" for tomorrow night so that they may embark upon
the good ship Internationalism once more.
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ANNUAL R. 0. T. C. FIELD
GASTON VANQUISHES
DAY NEXT THURSDAY
FORDHAM DEBATERS
Upholds Affirmative Side of Jury
Abolition
Question — Losers
Use Extemporaneous Style of
Speaking.
Last Thursday evening, in Gaston Hall,
the Gaston Debating Society vanquished
the Junior Varsity Debating Team, of
Fordhatn University, a rival traditional
in many branches of athletics, but new
in the debating field, in a fine contest.
Both teams are of the Junior variety,
Fordham's being composed entirely of
Sophomores, Junior representatives of the
Fordham University Council of Debate.
The unusually large crowd of students
in attendance was both gratifying and
gratified, since it was treated to a proverbial "nip and tuck" battle of wits, the
conclusion of which found the judges in a
position hardly enviable.
The question was: Resolved, That the
Jury System Should Be Abolished in the
United States. Mr. Kdward Glavin was of
the same belief as the proposition, and
proceeded to point out that, although the
jury was instituted as a protection against
tyranny and had been such for some
time, it has now outgrown its purpose
and is in a state of deterioration. He
enumerated some defects of the system,
notably the notorious "rules of evidence,"
which, simplified as they are for the sake
Of the jury, make it possible to conceal
details and facts relevant to the case.
The negative's first standatd-bearer was
Mr. William Ciolko, who demanded that
the affirmative prove the defects of the
jury system to be inherent therein, and
that they offer a substitute materially
better than the present system and reasonably devoid of that system's defects. He
then went on to show that the jury, as an
integral part of our democratic government, and as the direct representative _of
the people, is essential as a protection
against tyranny and injustice.
Resuming the defence, Mr. Arthur Hogan stated that, due to the inexpensive
and awed average juror, the jury as
we have it today is inefficient as a
trier of facts. He enlarged further upon
the average juror mentioned above, saying that, because of the long and necessary list of exemptions from jury duty,
the intelligence of that person is low, and,
therefore, incapable of dealing true justice.
Contending that the evils of the jury
system of the present are not inherent
or intrinsic to the system, but merely accidental, Mr. Francis Sullivan took up
the negative's argument and spoke chiefly
on the mentality of the jurors, remarking that they form a cross-section of
American life and citizenship, and that
they are not abnormally emotional.
As the last upholder of the affirmative,
Mr. Robert Criscuolo, summed up the
argument to culminate in the statement
that the jury system is a hindrance to
justice and then presented as a superior
substitute a jury of judges which, with
years of law and court-room procedure
behind it, could concentrate on the case
and the facts of the case to render a
fair decision.
Mr. John Lane made Fordham's final
effort. He demanded a detailed plan of
the proffered substitute in regard to the
number of judges, the method of choosing same, and the protection contemplated
in this plan against tyranny. The judge
is subject to stronger influences, in the
form of politics, he said, than the average juror and is equally susceptible with
him to the omnipresent element of human
nature.
It may be interesting to note that Fordham made use of the modern, extemporaneous style of debating in the contest.
The judges were: Brig. Gen. George
E. Scriven, U. S. A.; Admr. Robert W.
Kennedy, U. S. N., and Capt. Harry
Long, U. S. M. C.

To Be Final Tribute to Col.
Dannemiller—Father Nevils to
Present Awards to Cadets and
Companies.
The Military Department has officially
announced that the annual Field Day
exercises and competitive drill of the R.
O. T. C. will be held on May 16, on
Varsity Field. The exercises will start
10 P. M. with a review of the cadet
battalion by Rev, W. Coleman Nevils,
S.J., President of the University, and the
guests of honor. Invitations to the drill
have been sent to a number of prominent
citizens and Army officers and a distinguished gathering is expected to be
present. Since this is the last regular review of the year, it will be a final tribute
to Lieut. Col. Augustus F. Dannemiller,
head of the Military Department at
Georgetown, who has been transferred to
other duties by the War Department. On
Wednesday afternoon, May 27, a special
review of the R. O. T. C. battalion will
be held in conjunction with the Memorial
Day exercises to be held at the College.
Following the review there will be competition to determine the best company
commander, the best platoon commander,
the best drilled company and the best
drilled platoon. An individual manual of
aims drill will be conducted in order to
determine the best student of the basic
course.
When these events have been decided,
the unit will be formed and Father Nevils
will present the awards, which will be:
(a) To the Senior who has been outstanding in his aid for the development
and progress of the R. O. T. C. Unit during his four years' enrollment in the
unit—a wrist watch, donated by Mr.
Joseph F. McDonough of the Class of
L922.
(b) To the best company commander—
a saber.
(c) To the best platoon leader—a gold
medal.
(d) To the best drilled individual
(basic)—a gold medal.
(e) To the most valuable bandsman—
those who have clearly demonstrated their
ability and willingness to cooperate with
the college authorities in organizing and
promoting the band—minor "G" certificates.
(f) To the best drilled platoon—silver
medals to the members thereof.
(g) To the best drilled company—the
colors.

GLEE CLUB SINGS AT
VISITATION CONVENT
Entertains at St. Paul's Church
on Following Night.
On the evening of Sunday, May 5, the
Georgetown University Glee Club gave a
concert for the nuns and pupils of the
neighboring Visitation Convent. This
entertainment has been traditional for
some years, although of late it has not
been so regular. It is now hoped and
expected to be annnual function of our
carrolers, however, somewhat renewing
the spirit of the early part of the century.
On the following night the same program was given at an entertainment at
St. Paul's Church. The singing of the
Georgetown Glee Club at this occasion
has been an annual feature for many
years, and the members of the club have
made a name for themselves and their
college throughout the parish.
The numbers rendered at these concerts were: "Yeni Creator." Verdi's "Ave
Maria," "Oh, I'm a Gonna Sing" and
"Steal Away" (two negro spirituals).
"A Little Close Harmony," "Fitzoute's
Rider," and a group of college songs consisting of those of Army, Navy, Yale and
Georgetown.

Competition for the award of the
O'Brien Medal, and the two Faculty Medals in Philosophy, will be
held on May 15, and will be open
to all members of the Junior Class.
The award will be made on the
basis of an examination in the entire
matter of the Junior Philosophy
course. The O'Brien Medal was
founded by Mrs. Lawrence O'Brien,
of New York, and the Faculty Medals were founded recently.
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AT THE LAW SCHOOL
AMONG THE SENIOR LAWYERS.
Patrick A. Henry, Vice Chancellor of the Pierce Butler Law Club, orator, actor
and law student. In the enumeration of Pat's attributes we advisedly reserved for
last that of student of the law, for such an occupation is just a fitting climax to the
preceding practices. Pat comes from Seattle, Washington, out where men are men,
and will soon return to his place of nativity to practice law. In his collegiate days
he went to South Bend and got his A.B. from Notre Dame. He does not mind letting
you know what a wonderful place N. D. is. Pat his shown his natural good sense
not only by coming to Georgetown for his law, but also by joining the debating clubs,
preparing his lessons assiduously, and by keeping up with the Burkes. Pat cannot
be disturbed or bothered by anything, and the blackest conspiracy of circumstances
could not erase his genial smile, which, we are told, would do justice to Saint
Patrick. Pat likes to read and memorize poetry. He also likes to recite it and is
likely to deliver his lines to you when you are least expecting them. This of course
makes it all the more pleasant.
Pat rooms and goes around with Bob Burke—that modern Demosthenes who,
reports have it, went, saw and conquered a job at New York in a prominent law firm
(a most remarkable feat)—and can be seen with him daily, exchanging wisecracks
and jokes, at which sport we understand Pat is particularly adept.
It is said that there is nothing perfect in this world. Waiving the point for the
sake of argument, we say that as far as perfection is humanly attainable, James
O'Donell Moran is the perfect answer to a maiden's prayer. Tall, slim, blue-eyed,
this dashing habitant of Sixteenth Street is a very likeable person. He is also a
stumbling block for those who claim that "silver spoon kids cannot make the grade,"
for Jimmy just pulled five A's at the midyears.
Jimmy is a high strung, excitable sort of fellow and to soothe his nerves after a
nerve-wrecking class, he usually takes his bus for a spin. And spin he does! His
proficiency at clipping curves, squeezing through traffic, doping out the light signals,
and yet staying in the straight and narrow path which keeps you away from the traffic
court, has won him quite a reputation as a driver.
Like many other well-advised young men, Jimmy likes Brookland and Michigan
Avenue best, and though he doesn't attend Catholic University, he can be seen thereabouts frequently.

JOHN GUIDER SPEAKS
S. STUDENTS VISIT
BALTIMORE HARBOR
TO BUTLER LAW CLUB
Make Annual Tours of Baltimore,
Philadelphia and New York
Ports—Supervised by Haag.
The members of the class in Ports and
Terminal Facilities of the School of Foreign Service of Georgetown University,
together with other students of the School
and accompanied by members of the
Faculty and diplomatic corps of Washington, made the annual official inspection
trip of Baltimore Harbor on Saturday,
May t.
The group left the School at 8 :00 a. m.,
arriving in Baltimore at 9 :30 where they
were met by a party headed by Mr.
Alfred H. Haag, Head of the Department of International Shipping at the
School. The group boarded the official
tug at the United Fruit Company pier at
the foot of Pratt Street, which took them
on a trip of the entire harbor. The
points of interest that were visited and
inspected were the Bethlehem Repair
Yards, the Baltimore and Ohio Grain
Elevator, the Bethlehem Ore Discharging
Docks and the newly contracted Baltimore docks which are considered the
finest of their kind in the world. A
buffet luncheon was served on board the
lug down the harbor.
Almost since the establishment of the
School of Foreign Service of Georgetown
University it has been the custom to arrange annual inspection tours of the
prominent ports on the eastern coast of
the I nited States, to enable the Faculty
and students of the University, together
with a number of diplomats and governmental officials at Washington to see
sonic of the practical workings of the
international steamship business and to
i acquainted with port facilities.
The last two trips were made to Philadelphia and New York and have all been
under the direct supervision of Mr.
Alfred II. Haag, Director of the Department el International Shipping at the

ooL

Speaker Traces Development of
Broadcasting—Discusses Legal
Problems Involved in Growth
—Officers Elected for Next
Year.
The members of the Pierce Butler Law
( bib were given an insight on the new
legal problems and possibilities created by
the advent of the radio in modern life
when John W. Guider, Esq., accepted the
invitation of the school and delivered a
talk on "The Law of Radio" at the meeting of the club held on Friday, May 3.
Mr. Guider, who graduated from Georgetown Law School in 1926, is also a graduate of U. S. Naval Academy, where he
made a special study of radio. After furnishing his audience with an adequate
background by tracing the development
of the radio from its pioneer days to its
present state, he discussed the difficulties
confronting the Radio Commission in apportioning the wave lengths, which are
ninety, among the radio stations, which
are over four hundred.
Mr. Guider
pointed out that while Congress has power
to regulate interstate commerce, and may
place certain restrictions and conditions
upon the exercise of property rights in
order to protect the rights of others,
nevertheless it has no power to take property without due process of law, and
which restrictions upon the right to broadcast are legal and are not is an open
question which has not been decided yet
by the courts of last resort. Mr. Guider
concluded by saying that while radio itself is a new instrumentality, the property
rights accruing to radio owners are, in so
far as their nature will permit, identical
to the property rights accruing to the
owners of older articles, and must therefore be gauged in the light of precedent,
public policy, and changing conditions.
After Mr. Guidcr's talk, the club proceeded to elect officers for next year. Mr.
I tamian J. McLaughlin, of Greenville,
Pa., was elected Chancellor. Mr. McLaughlin is a very popular and active
member of the club and recently won the
(Continued on page 15)
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DENTAL FACULTY HOLD
REGULAR MEETING

FAMOUS - FOR - FINE - FOOD

SEA FOOD

Dr. Cobey Speaks at Monthly
Gathering—Dr. Mead Reports
on Georgetown Exhibit for National Convention.

Blue Points and Lynnhavens
Largest Ctab Flakes
Lobster
Fish
Cherrystone and Littleneck
Clams

At the regular monthly meeting of the
Dental Faculty, Dr. Howard P. Cobey,
prominent Washington Dentist, spoke on
the relations of State Board Examinations, and the Dental Curriculum.

STEAKS AND CHOPS
Broiled over Live Hickory Coals

Dr. Cobey was Professor of Operative
1 lentistry at the Georgetown Dental
School for a period of seven years. He
was a member of the Dental Examining
Board of the District of Columbia for
ten years. From his wide experience, the
result of intimate knowledge of the teaching of dentistry, and from the effects he
witnessed in the licensure examinations
he could speak with authority and conviction.

1336 G Street

Grill
Famous For Fine'Food
Thii Coupon Entitlei

WARREN E GRANT, '29

The attention and interest manifested
by the audience was a very direct proof
of the importance of Dr. Cobey's lecture
and the admirable manner in which his
subject was presented.

To One Regular Dinner at

In the business part of the meeting,
Dr. Mead, chairman of the committee in
charge of the preparation for the Georgetown exhibit in the National Convention,
to be held here in October, gave a list
of the work which is being prepared.
The evidence of enthusiastic support was
very encouraging.

COURTESY BERT L. OLMSTED

No. 27 Not good after May 23

An important step was taken in the
matter of demonstrating the appreciation of the faculty for the progressive
program contemplated in the new school.
The Regent was asked to explain how
measures of support might best be undertaken. He replied by explaining the necessity for a more balanced curriculum
for the teaching of the undergraduate
body; and by stressing the necessity
of extending the influence of the splendid
spirit of cooperation manifested by the
faculty through the past year.
After some discussion, Dr. Mead made
the motion that a committee be appointed
to determine what measures should be
taken to establish definite support which
would take the form of Fellowships in
Dentistry. Though the consent was not
unanimous, there was a strong opinion
that the first Fellowship should be established for Research work in Dental Pathology. The committee, consisting of Doctors S. C. Hopkins, D. S. Thorn, and
S. V. Mead, chairman, were elected with
he understanding that they had powe'
to act in this matter of founding a Fellowship.

T^CORT

Broad-shouldered,
with the finer characteristics of the
Continental mode
$65 and more
Tailored to-Ortier

DE'GEZ
Qcnf/emenj'LJP CJpparcl

""• meeting was well attended and tlv
interest displayed by all present indicated
a very encouraging outlook for the future prospects of the Dental School.

554 Fifth Avenue
NEW YORK CITY

cftetneen 45th and 46th St$.

Georgetown Rent-A-Car & Garage Co., Inc.
3307-09 M St. N. W.

West 227

24 HOUR SERVICE
All New Cars—Roadsters and Sedans.
Special Rates on Long
Trips.
No Deposit Required to Hilltop Students.
Patrons Sent Home—No Charge
OPERATING
Fully Equipped Shop for General Repairing
All First Class Mechanics. Work Guaranteed
Storage—Day, Monthly.
and Accessories.

-:-

Car Washing.
.;-

gallery Service.

Tart*

Car Called for and Delivered.

24 Hour Service
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G. W. TO CONDUCT

PRESS CONFERENCE
Brunini, Glavin and McGeary to
Represent
Georgetown — To
Consult with Delegates from
Other District Universities.
In order to promote a greater spirit
of cooperation among the college publications in the vicinity of Washington,
the George Washington University Publications Council, which issues the University Hatchet, has invited three representatives from each college in the District
to an informal conference. The meeting
will be held on next Saturday, May 11.
Georgetown's HOYA will send as delegates Joseph Brunini, the Editor; William
A. Glavin, the University Editor; and
Thomas McGeary, Business Manager.

The conference will be opened by a
morning session, at which Herbert E.
Angel, Chairman of the Board of Ediof the Hatchet, will welcome the
delegates of the colleges. The representative- of Georgetown, American U.,
Catholic I'., the University of Maryland,
and Trinity College, will then respond.
The speakers for the session will be David
Lawrence, editor of the United Stales
Daily; Richard V. Oulahan, Washington
spondent of the New York limes,
and Henry (',. Doyle, Chairman of the
Publications Council of George Washington.
A luncheon will then be tendered by
Cloyd II. Marvin, President of George
Washington. The afternoon will consist
in consultation groups on Editorial problems, Financial Problems, Literary Publications, College Annuals, and the Place
and Scope of the College Comic. Late in
the afternoon there will be reassembly,
with the possible formation of an association, and if so, the election of officers
for it.

FR. SCHMITT DELIVERS LECTURE
(Continued from page i)
first from the leaves and branches of the
tree-, are then carried by natives to the
location and suspended upon towering
bamboo poles. The total cost is about
fifteen dollars.
The Filipinos are a very clean people
personally. It is notable that the women
are very simple in their dress, having followed one Style for one hundred and fifty
years. The principle sport among men
occurs on Sundays, when they gather
their trained roosters in the cock pit, and
gamble upon the fighting ability of the
entries. Very lamentable is the custom
of fiagilantes whereby overzealous natives
on Cood Friday live over the passion of
Christ, severely whipping their flesh.
The lecture was concluded by a description of the life among the Moros and
other uncivilized tribes.
The shyness,
their bewildering superstitions, their childish tastes and habits were admirably represented by the slides.

Dotit Experiment ■
with your Appearance

Sidney West, Inc.

'Chesterfield preferred!"

Lbe story is told that a certain man once importuned a famous financier for a loan involving a considerable amount of money. "I cannot
give you the cash," the magnate is said to have
replied,"but I'll let you walk arm in arm with
me across the floor of the Stock Exchange."
Pardon our enthusiasm, but it's a good deal like
that with aman and his cigarette.To be seen smoking a Chesterfield, for example, is to be marked as a
gentleman,ascholar, and a judge ofgood tobacco!

Kentucky Colonel or swashbuckling corporal
in the Royal Mounted—Wall Street magnate or
dashing cowman of Cheyenne—a Chesterfield
smoker is entitled to respect (and yes, even
credit!) from his fellows.
Go where you will, you'll find Chesterfield
everywhere admitted to the inner circle of
those in the know. Such endorsement was
earned—by good tobacco and taste—with six
million voting.

CHESTERFIELD
MILD enough for anybody .. and yet..THEY SAT I S FY

LIGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO CO.
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©n ©tber Campuses
At the University of Georgia onion parties are being indulged in by the students
of the*campus as their newest fad. On every hand, and with every breath, students
hear of them. White onions, green onions, red onions. They eat them raw, with
bread or salt—or what have you. A campus editor makes this testimonial to the
tear-makers: "I owe everything I have to Bermuda onions. I was weak and rundown before eating them. Now I am rundown every day, but the onions have given
me the strength to pick myself up and hurl myself to safety. I can truthfully say
I am glad I know my onions."

*****

Students at Saint Xavier's College in Cincinnati fared exceptionally well in the
annual intercollegiate Latin contest sponsored by the Chicago Province of the Jesuit
Order. This college came second with thirteen points while Saint Louis Universitywalked away with first place.

*****

The L'niversity of Minnesota is favored of the gods to possess in the library there
the "History of the Standard Oil Trust," a volume written by Ida M. Tarbell. Fearing an attempt to steal it, the authorities have secreted it well, is hiding place being
known to only one librarian. In two volumes, the book is valued at $170 by Standard
Oil officials who have attempted to buy all existing copies of the first edition.

*****

In the Literary Issue of the Springhitlian (Springhill, incidentally, being the oldest
Jesuit college in the south) the Georgetown Anthology is reviewed. Special mention
is made of the charming poem, "Lost—A Boy's Heart," and its answer, "Found—A
Boy's Heart." Few know that when the Georgetown poet met the Visitation girl who
had answered in verse, two hearts were irrevocably lost, and Cupid drove another
team over the hill of Romance.
Independent thinking and independent acting are at low ebb, according to Prof.
William A. Frayer, of the University of Michigan. If a man dares to be an individualist he is taken to the psychopathic ward, he charges.
"The world is becoming too standardized," says Professor Frayer. "We all read
the same books, wear the same clothes, live in the same houses and arrange our
furniture in the same way."
*****
A license fee of five hundred dollars for each pool table in the Union has been
charged the University of Oklahoma. There are ten tables in their pool room.

*

*

*

*

*

At the commencement on June the twelfth, Fordham's graduates will be addressed
by His Excellency Franklin D. Roosevelt, Governor of the State of New York. The
Governor will receive the honorary degree of Doctor of Laws. His Eminence Patrick
Cardinal Hayes will preside over the exercises.

FARRELL ADDRESSES
DETROIT SOCIETY
CURRENT EVENTS CLUB
TO HOLD BANQUET
Speaks on World Court—Date of
Annual Banquet Set as May 15
at Gordon Hotel.

Father Talmadge, S.J., Will Be
Guest of Alumni — LelandDetroit Hotel Is to Be Place.

At the meeting of the Current Events
Club, which was held on last Wednesday
evening, May 1, Mr. Frank Farrell, of
the Senior Class, delivered the speech of
the evening, a consideration of the World
Court.
A few of the points emphasized in the
talk were the manner of its formation,
the good already accomplished, and the
inherent evils of the Court due to its
subjection, in a small degree, to the
League of Nations.
A group of an obviously non-serious
temperament were the guests of the evening. Their reason for attendance was
to give due honor to Mr. Farrell and to
assure him of a notable audience comprising some of the foremost intellectual
lights of the Senior Class. At the conclusion of the address a verbal deluge of
ponderous philosophical abstractions were
hurled at the speaker by the aforesaid
luminaries.
Following this intellectual discussion
the guests withdrew. A business meeting
was then held, in the course of which the
date for the banquet was changed to May
15, It has Urn decided to hold it at the
Gordon Hotel.

THE HOYA is in receipt of a report,
coming to it through the office of the Rector of the University, that the Georgetown University Club of Detroit is holding its annual dinner at the LelandDetroit Hotel on Thursday evening, May
9. Dwyer Kinnucan, '20, who is chairman
of the committee on arrangements, has
announced that Father Talmadge, S.J.,
an old Georgetown man and now attached
to the University of Detroit, is to be one
of the principal guests of the evening.
Mr. Lewis Daily, '19, Secretary of the
club, writes enthusiastically of the rapid
and effective manner in which the consolidation of the alumni is being accomplished in the city made famous by the
automobile.
The Rector of the University has
recently sent to the Detroit alumni a message of congratulation and gratification
at the fine way in which the alumni are
coming together in Detroit. Mr. Edward
R. Kerwin, '11, is President of the club;
Mr. J. Dwyer Kinnucan, '20, is Treasurer, and Mr. Lewis H. Daily, '19, Secretary.

The faculty and students extend
their condolences to the family of Andrew J. Sheridan, Jr., of the Class
Law School, '26, who died recently.
Mr. Sheridan was Assistant District
Attorney in New York. Requiescal in

pace.

MASS SERVERS, WEEK
OF MAY 12-18.
Sacred Heart, 8:30, K. Glavin,
St. Elizabeth, 6:80, J. Corbett.
St, Alphonsus, 8:80, 11. Clements.
St. Rodriguez, 6:80, Prank Gannon.
North American Martyrs, 6:80, .1. Champi on.
St. Alphonsus, 7:00, Noel Cortes.
St. [gnatius, 7:00, Bernard ECeenan,
North American Martyrs, 7:00, I. Mums.
St. Rodriguez, 7:00, A. Faj.
Domestic Chapel, 7:00, A. Wagner.
Sacred Heart, 7:15, William Lomax, Jr.,
A, (iagner, G. < >'Brien.
Sacred Heart, 8:00, Prank McKenna, I.
Glavin, M. llra.lv.
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ALUMNI ORGANIZE
CLUB IN CHICAGO

THE OLD E8B1TT BUFFET
H27 F STREET N. W.
Washington, D. C.

Held Meeting Recently—To Convene in June with Students.
As a reaction to the activities of the
Chicago Club of Georgetown, which were
made known through the medium of THE
HOYA, an active interest among the alumni
of the same city has been shown which will
be a prominent factor in the reorganization of the graduates there. The Rev.
\V. Coleman Nevils, S.J., President of the
University, is in receipt of a letter from
Mr. Brian Ducey, '24, of Chicago, who
is very enthusiastic over the prospects in
view for the alumni group.
According to Mr. Ducey, the Georgetown men in the Middle Western metropolis held a meeting during the past
month as an initial step in their forming
again as a body. The interest resulting
was very fine and a committee has been
formed for the nomination of officers
for the coming year. This action was
copied by an opposition ticket, excitement
thereby being raised by the contestants.
The "Old Grads" are planning to hold
a large meeting in June at which they are
eager to Have present all Chicagoans now
at Georgetown. It will be at this convocation that the elections will take place;
accordingly, a large number of the Blue
and Gray supporters is desired. A list of
the names in the rostum of the Chicago
Club has been requested together with
the date on which the members may be
expected home.
The reawakened interest will also affect
the circulation of THE HOYA, for in his
letter Mr. Ducey also says: "I wonder
whether it would be possible for THE
HOYA to send copies of the paper to all
of the alumni in Chicago for the balance
of the school year. There are approximately 140 names on the list, we think
it would be productive of considerable interest. If the plan works out as we think
it should, we propose to subscribe to THE
HOYA next year for all alumni who pay
their yearly fee."
These requests have been complied with
by the alumni office, and the members will
be sent copies for the remainder of the
year as specified. This makes a big step
in the advancement of alumni interest in
the Middle West, and will be in correct
accord with the "Greater Georgetown"
drive.

A. R. Lofitrand
Franklin 10466

Make this Pla
your home

Printers and Stationers
3256 M Street

Phone West 1028

Georgetown University Stationery
Beautifully Engraved in Sepia

DUMBARTON
THEATRE
Wisconsin Avenue and O Street
Always the Best At

COLLEGE
Confectionery and Luncheonette
Breakfast, Lunch, Toasted Sandwiches,
STEAKS

CHOPS

3208 O St. N. W.

West 375

TELEPHONE MAIN 2817

CORNELIUS FORD
Formerly Public Printer U. S.
High Class Commercial Printing
739 13th St. N. W.

Wash., D. C.

Patronize

H.GREENBERG
Expert Dyer and Cleaner
You will note our store by our Blue Signs
1303 35th Si. N. W.
West 2096
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'"Che ball team sure looked good
today.
"Yeh, I nearly lost my voice Jje//for base hits. Let's eat down town
tonite.
"Suits me. Where'II it be ?
"Where the gang goes most oj the
time

DO YOU KNOW THAT—
Gastonia, N. C, scene of the present textile strike, is najned after
William Gaston, Georgetown's first
student?
The Riggs Annex houses a lock
of Napoleon's hair?

MAORI LLON
WASHINGTON oLDG. E».G.«'NV*V
Cntrancc on At) due, or /hm
Clrcadc frvrn G St.
Peter Borras.Host

No middleman's markups. No credit losses. No
dead stock. Not a thing
but solid clothing value.

$2875 and $3875
Be measured
n here you see
this sign

HARRY CONNAUGHTON
Every Friday in Recreation Hail
WASHINGTON STORE
719 Fourteenth St., N. W.

EDWARD a,oTHEs
<MADE FORJTOU

PHILADELPHIA . . . NEW YORK .. . WASHINGTON . . . ATLANTIC CITY
NORFOLK . . NEWARK, N. J. . . . WILMINGTON, DEL. . . . READING, PA.
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LAW SCHOOL HOLDS
DELTA CHI PROFFERS
FINAL PRIZE DEBATE
MANY SPECIAL PRIZES
Mr. Frank Harrison, Treasurer of
Fraternity, Presented Gold Key
—Speakers at Special Meeting
Stress Necesstiy of Scholastic
Application and Extra-Curricular Interest.
Georgetown Chapter of Delta Chi, held
a special meeting on Monday evening,
May (>. On this occasion a large group
of the active and alumni members of the
fraternity were present. One of the interesting features of the meeting was the
offer of a number of prizes to the chapter.
The Honorable William \V. Bride, a
Georgetown Alumnus and National President of Delta Chi, presented a gold Delta
Chi key to be awarded to the member of
the Georgetown chapter who has done
the most for the chapter during the
year. This key was awarded last night
to Mr. Frank G. Harrison, treasurer of
the chapter.
Dr. Thomas H. Healy, Assistant Dean
of the School of Foreign Service, and
National Director of Scholarship for the
Delta Chi Fraternity, presented another
gold Delta Chi key to the member of the
chapter who will attain this year the highest scholastic average. This key will be
awarded to the winner when the final
marks of the present semester are known.
A number of talks were made, not only
by the active members, but by the alumni
members present, and the major stress
was laid on the fact that no fraternity
could succeed unless it maintained a high
scholastic standard and also took an active
part, not only in fraternity work, but in
matters which interested the university
in general. The sentiment of the meeting was to the effect that every member
of the Delta Chi chapter should participate in as many extra-curriculum activities as possible in the school while maintaining a high scholastic average and
also that he should have in front of him
at all times the objective of rendering
really worth while service to the university itself. With this in mind, Mr. Harry
W. Hahn, a graduate of Georgetown Law
School, in 1903, and a prominent business
man in Washington, offered another gold
Delta Chi key to be awarded each year
to the member of the Georgetown chapter who has done the most to advance
the interest of Georgetown University.
This was followed up by the offer of a
$")() cash prize, given by three well-known
Georgetown graduates; namely, Major
Norman Kane, Mr. Daniel F. Callahan
and Mr. Bernard L. Grove. This prize
is to be awarded next year along the general lines of the man who has done the
most for Georgetown. The keen interest
taken by the active members of the fraternity who are now in Georgetown University following courses is a striking
evidence of the present-day tendency in
well organized fraternities to promote
not only strictly fraternal interests but
scholarship and general university interest.
It is believed that this is the first time in
the history of Georgetown University
when so many prizes have been made
available in a fraternity designed to promote scholarship and at the same time
the general value of a man in aiding the
university as a whole. \n addition to the
prizes already listed, Delta Chi recently
offered a special prize to the student in
Georgetown Law School who makes the
best general record. This prize, in the
form of a special shield, has been on display for some time in the office of the
Law School.
Delta Chi has chapters in thirty-five
universities in practically every big center of the United States. They are installing a new chapter in Pennsylvania
State College at the end of this month,
and in the installing party will be the
Honorable W. W. Bride and Dr. Thomas
H. Healy.

Winners of Each of Preliminary
Eliminations to Meet in Last
Contest —$50 Offered by
Faculty for Best Orator.
The final prize debate of the Law School
will be held tonight. The participants will
he the winners of each of the four preliminary debates which were held throughout
the year. Donald A. Rock, of the Carroll
Law Club, winner of the first prize debate; Leo X. McGuire, of the Gould Law
Club, winner of the second prize debate;
Robert G. Burke, of the Butler Law Club,
winner of the third prize debate; Alfred
I). Loda, of the Carroll Law Club, winner of the fourth prize debate. Following
the newly adopted procedure the contest
will be a presentation of a case to the
Court of Appeals. The case selected involves the subject of third party beneficiaries in the Law of Contracts. The
bench at this trial will be composed of
Honorable Josiah A. Van Orsdel, Justice
of the Court of Appeals of the District
of Columbia; Leo A. Rover, United States
District Attorney, and Colonel Hugh C.
Smith, of the Judge Advocate General's
Office. The individual winner will receive the Faculty Prize of $50 cash, together with the title as the best speaker
for the current school year.
Messrs. George A. Johnson, LL.B.,
]<>28, and Joseph F. Flynn, LL.B., 1928,
passed the recent Rhode Island bar examination. Fifty-four men took this examination, and 16 of them were successful, 2 of which were the above-mentioned
Georgetown Law School graduates.
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DR. KNECHT LECTURES AT
F. S. SCHOOL.
Dr. Marcel Knci'hi. Director General
..I Le Matin of Paris, gave an illustrated
lecture at the School of Foreign Service
..i Georgetown University mi Tuesday
evening, May 7, at 8:18 p. m., ill the
auditorium of the School.
Dr. Knecht, who is one of the best
known French journalists, recently spoke
before the Academy of Political and
Social Sciences at Philadelphia.
Dr. Knecht is well known in Washington, having accompanied Marshal Foch on
his visit tn the United Slates, on which
occasion the University of Wisconsin
conferred a honorary degree on Dr.
Knecht. On a later occasion he presented
a beautiful Savern vase to the National
Press Club.
A film depicting Xancy, the native city
of Marquettc, the pioneer explorer of the
Great Lake district and member of the
Society of Jesus, and a film of President
Poincaire were shown for the first time in
this country in connection with Dr.
Knecht's lecture.

The Connecticut
Lunch
Cor. Wisconsin Ave. and O St.
The place for a quick
bite or a healthy meal
Clean Food

Moderate Price

Alex. St. John & Son, Inc.
Heating, Ventilating and
Sheet Metal Contractors
1716 Wisconsin Avenue
Washington, D. C.

O'NEILL CHANCELLOR
OF CARROLL DEBATERS
Justice Van Devanter Guest of
Honor—New Officers for Society Installed.
The annual banquet of the John Carroll Law Club at Georgetown Law School
was held Tuesday evening at 7 :30 o'clock
in the Hamilton Hotel. Justice Van Devanter, of the United States Supreme
Court, was the guest of honor. Other
guests of the law students included the
Rev. Thomas B. Chetwood, regent of the
school; Assistant Dean High J. Fegan,
Prof. Michael M. Doyle, and J. Arthur
Mattson, secretary to Justice Van Devanter.
Newly-elected officers of the club were
installed at the banquet as follows: William I. O'Neill, Chancellor; Edward
I [effron, Vice-Chancellor ; John J. O'Connor, Recorder ; James Winters, Treasurer,
and Paul C. Albus, Censor. The retiring
officers are: J. Herbert Walsh, Chancellor; William I. O'Neill, Recorder, and
John J. Curry, Treasurer.
John \V. Dillon was chairman of the
banquet committee and was assisted by
Mr. Albus and Mr. Alfred Loda.
The officials of the School of Foreign
Service were pleased to learn of the
recent promotion of Mr. Orion J. Libert
to the position of Commercial Agent,
attached to the Milwaukee Office of the
United States Bureau of Foreign and
Domestic Commerce.
Mr. Libert was awarded the Bachelor
of Foreign Service degree in June, 1928,
and since that time has been employed at
the Washington Department of the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce.
Mr. Libert will leave Washington immediately to take up his new position.

=" BV SPECIAL APPOINTMENT "3
OUR STORE IS THE

f(JU&rter louse
OF WASHINGTON, D. C.
The character of the suits and
topcoats tailored by Charter House
will earn your most sincere liking.

t THE
MODE
lltH and F Sts. N. W.
WASHINGTON, D. C
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R. 0. T. C. ORGANIZATION
Commandant of Cadets Issues
Regulations on Care of Rifles
and Uniform and Military
Bearing.
1. Rifles issued to students will be inspected and graded from time to time, as
prescribed by the P. M. S. & T. Grades
awarded will be included in the average
Eor the quarterly marks. (Attention is
directed to pages 259-262, Basic Military
Training, regarding care of rifle.)
2. Students will keep their rifles clean
and properly care for them at all times.
In grading rifles the following points
will be considered:
(a) That all parts of the rifle and sling
are free from dirt, rust, and fouling of
all types. Attention should be given small
crevices, screw heads, etc.
(b) That the rifle is entirely free from
oil for the inspection.
(c) That at all times other than inspections, a light coating of oil appear on all
metal surfaces.
(d) That any repairs or adjustments
needed are immediately reported to the
supply sergeant.
1. Uniforms will be subject to grade
whenever worn by the student. When
grading a uniform the following" will be
considered:
(a) Condition of cloth (freedom from
spots and pressed sufficiently often to
insure soldierly appearance).
(b) Condition of belt, shoes, and other
leather parts.
(c) Condition of belt buckle and other
brass parts.
(d) Completeness of insignia, service
stripes, etc.
(e) Adjustment of puttees.
(f) General appearance.
Formal uniform inspection for all
classes will be held twice each month.
2. Failure to appear in uniform when
required, or improper wearing of the uniform at any time, will be cause for a
failing mark. Appearing in parts of the
uniform is unauthorized, except that civilian overcoat or raincoat and gloves may
be worn as needed. When worn, the
uniform will be kept hooked and buttoned
throughout. The unbuttoning and unhooking of the coat while in class room, is
permissable at the discretion of the instructor. Any student, at any time, found
wearing the uniform improperly while in
class, on the campus, in corridor, or any
public place, will be graded accordingly,
the reslulting mark being included in the
average for the quarter.
3. All students enrolled in the R. O.
T. C. are expected to come up to standard in the following:
(a) Attitude and attention during drills
and other instruction periods.
(b) Degree of attention to instruction
issued at times other than drills and instructiojQ periods.
(c) Proper saluting.
(d) Military courtesy and bearing.
Each instructor in this department will
keep a current memorandum of delinquencies mi above points, and award marks
twice each month.

MAY JOURNAL TO APPEAR SOON
(Continued from page j)
A glance through the proofs discloses
a one act play by Robert F. MacNamara,
:;:-'. entitled, "So This Is Paris," also one
by Malcolm J. Brady, '29, "Washington
Monument," a very interesting article by
Francis I. McGarraghy, '89, and a short
by Mill.urn Petty, '29. In spite of
materialistic matter the romantic
' dors not fall below. Richard X.
'31, Joseph Dennison, '32, David
Wingate, '32, and Dimitrius, '31, have
to that.

FULL TEXT OF BEACHER'S
SPEECH AT BANQUET.
.1//'. Beacher, whose speech caused such
a sensation at the Pierce Butler Law
Club banquet, kindly consented to have
it printed. While the speech needs no
comments, it may be said for the benefit
of those who did not hear it, that it was
delivered in pure Buster Kealon stylet
and thai Mr. Beacher's countenance, even
when laughter was most prevalent, did not
betray I lie slightest trace of a smile.
The responsibility for the appearance
this evening of an ex-member of your
club, who has, for the past ten months,
been wallowing in a slough of despondency, incident to the launching of another
career in the law, rests entirely upon your
toastmaster's head—you see, I believe in
letting the ax fall upon a soft spot.
Of necessity, my text this evening is
from the Book of Experience, Ltd., chapter, headed, "Ten Months Before the Bar"
—and though it's not nearly as interesting
as "Two Years Before the Mast," yet
they both have their ups and downs; and
for the benefit of the Seniors it might be
said that you will never rise higher, in
your own estimation, than the heights attained on Graduating Day, nor lower,
in that same prospective, than your situation ten months thereafter. Of course I
am not speaking of those who get married
on Graduation Day, theirs is the world.
The period immediately following graduation may be designed as that time in the
life of every lawyer devoted exclusively
to the subjective pastime of introspection
and soliloquizing. The conclusion of the
first of these very personal cogitations is
that there is as much difference between
a lawyer and one who practices law as
there is between a bond salesman and one
who sells bonds. By the time the 25th
soliloquy is reached—and don't hurry
yourself, there will be plenty of time—you
will begin to consider yourself a perfect
specimen for proving the Theory of
Atomic Inactivity at any temperature.
Finally, being struck (or stricken) by
an attitude of boldness and defiance, you
go around to the court room and appropriate a chair in the section reserved for
members of the bar. By a consistent
adherence to such tactics, some of the
court attendants will begin to suspect that
you are a lawyer. This is really a crucial
moment—it is proof that at last the professional aspect and demeanor—the haggard and downcast countenance—have
been acquired.
Then and then only will you find yourself welcomed with open arms by the
members of the local bar—they are very
solicitous and will do anything" to make
room for you in the legal fraternity.
Proof of this is found in my own locality
—last July, there were twenty-five additions to the bar and since then no less
than ten elderly members have committed
suicide.
About the fust person to become friendly
is the attorney for the Commonwealth.
When he offers to use his influence with
the judge to have you assigned to defend
some indigent prisoner, your heart will
overflow with gratitude, and you will
never suspect that election time is approaching, and that convictions have been
rather scarce of late.
In due course dawns the day of your
first trial, and for the occasion, you don
your best bib and tucker—this being ample
proof of your fighting spirit as anyone
knows who has ever worn a tucker. With
the trial well underway it might be well
to omit all discussion of its termination—
though it is some consolation to think
that after all the prisoner was guilty
any w
But as is customary, the worm will turn
and a friendly reporter tells the story in
the newspaper about the "Brilliant Young
Attorney Winning His First Case." You
Income a public figure, and next
morning fhe first person who phones to
extend congratulations is the license collector. 1 know one person who refused
to pay this license fee and upon being
hauled into court, he said: "Why, judge,
it's unconstitutional, you can't tax brains."

With a withering look, his honor replied:
"Young man, in your case it comes under
the head of 'intangibles'."
The seventy-third soliloquy will be
abruptly terminated by the entrance of first
your client. If he is anything like mine,
his mother will have died just a few days
since, causing him to fall behind in his
accounts and he would, if you please, like
to go into bankruptcy. After considerable work, and before any fee has been
collected, he skips town to avoid arrest on
numerous charges. It is easy to perceive
that you are now rubbing shoulders with
the better element of the community.
It will seem a far cry back to the time
when you trod the halls of old Georgetown, a respected student, but yet the
echo of those footsteps seem never to
diminish—rather do they increase as time
passes, keeping alive in your heart and
respondent in your memory, an affection
for the associations seemingly unattainable before graduation. But through it
all, the name of Georgetown will ever
be your companion; the honor, the respect
and the glory which she has attained
throughout her long existence and diligent
pursuit of her chosen mission will ever
be reflected upon you merely because you
are a Georgetown man.
I would like to tell about my second
client, but it would be a little premature—
he isn't due until 1930. The only advice
I can give is that you be stout hearted—
never lose the will to get ahead—even
though it be your last will. I assure you
that it has been a great pleasure to be
with you this evening enjoying your hospitality—Mr. Treasurer did I err when
I said I was enjoying YOUR hospitality
this evening ? Thanks, I feel more comfortable now that no error has crept into
the digest.

MEDICAL SODALITIES MEET
(Continued from page 7)
Father Summers also called the attention of the men to the important fact that
new members would be received into the
Sodality on Sunday afternoon at 4 p. m.,
May 12. This will close the sodality
activities for the year, and certificates of
enrollment will be given to the newly
initiated. He requests that the Medical
and Dental Schools turn out in full
strength and thus bring to a successful
close the year's series of sodality meetings.

DR. COLMO TO TALK AT
F. S. SCHOOL ON
ARGENTINE.
With the aid of Dr. L. S. Rowe, Director General of the Pan American
Union, the School of Foreign Service of
Georgetown University has made arrangements for an address at the School at
8:10 P. M., on Monday, May 13, by Dr.
Alfredo Colmo, one of the outstanding
intellectual leaders of the Argentine. Dr.
Colmo's subject will be: "Argentina of
Today."
Dr. Colmo is President of the Argentine-American Cultural Institute, and
also a member of the Supreme Court of
Argentina. He has recently been delivering addresses at Columbia University.
(Continued on page 16)

CAPT. BUTLER LECTURES
(Continued from page 7)
thrown over the problem. In keeping
with the modern trend of education, the
medical profession has made an effort to
instruct the public along sane and wholesome lines, and by warning them of the
effects of this affliction, it is hoped that
prophylactic knowledge will to some degree ameliorate the present appalling conditions.
It is the strong belief of Captain Butler
that syphilis and yaws are one and the
same disease, having similar pathological
and clinical bases, the only difference being, and this a slight one, in the mode of
transmission. He illustrated his talk with
lantern slides which showed in no uncertain manner the ravages of the disease,
and which also demonstrated the wonderful results achieved by early and proper
treatment. He also emphasized the fact
that contrary to popular belief of the
disease having been transmitted to Europe
by the members of the Columbus expedition, it was known in Europe for many
centuries before Columbus sailed for
America.
Dr. John Foote, the newly appointed
Dean of Georgetown Medical School,
thanked Captain Butler on behalf of the
university for the very instructive lecture
he had given, complimented him upon the
great work he had done for humanity and
for the invaluable information he had
given to the medical world during his
years of research in this important subject.

Nunn-Bush
1he cAnkle-ffashionedOxford
When you're going somewhere that
Is SOMEWHERE .... then of course,
Nunn-Bush Oxfords! Style—plus
AnkjcFashioning, which means no
gapping at the ankle, no slipping
at the heel.

BERBERICH'S
12th & F Sts.
Washington, D. C.

(Tf\
ii uaffi
The Tuxedo
Style 7\[o. 1129
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Mr. William McKee, Professor of
English at the College, will instruct in
that subject during the summer at Fordbam University.

INFIRMARY IMPROVEMENTS BEGUN
(Continued from page i)
sufferers during the warm evenings of
the approaching summer. Here there will
lie ;L solarium for times when it will not
be quite as humid. Access to the garden
will be by the elevator or by a new flight
of stairways for Mullcdy. It is purposed to extend the roof out in the form
of a porch towards the river.
An improvement which will be of great
concern to all is a barber shop in the
basement. This is to be fitted out with
all the most modern equipment, and an
experienced barber whose name is veiled
in secrecy will be in charge.
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PERSONALS
Dr. Tibor Kerekes, Professor of German and History at the College, will teach
History this summer at Fordham University.
Dr. Theodore Maynard, Professor of
English at the College, has been invited
to lecture on that subject during the summer months at Notre Dame University.
Dr. Maynard has been lecturing in the
West for the past two months.

On Monday, Vpril
man Nevils, S.J., President
versity, attended a dinner at
Club in honor of Dr. I.. 1\.
cipal of Manchester College,

\Y. Coleof the Unithe Cosmos
Jacks, PrinOxford.

rgetown was represented at the inauguration, on April 26, of Dr. William
Grant Filler, newly-elected President of
Dickinson College, by Mr. F, I). Cronin,
Secretary of the Alumni Association.

J. GUIDER SPEAKS TO LAW CLUB
(Continued from page 10)
ten dollars (510.00) gold award given to
the best speaker at the Edward Douglas
White Law Club. He is a born li
and his friends believe he will conduct the
club as successfully as Mr. Mark Wihner
has conducted it this year. The other
^ elected were: Mr. John J. Manning. Vice-Chancellor; Mr. Raymond
Whelan, Secretary; Mr. Anthony Sadlack. Treasurer; Mr. John Crosjcan, Historian; and Mr. Jaime Benitez, Parliamentarian.

After all's said and done,
tne pleasure you get in
smoking is what counts

AM EL
CIGARETTES
WHY CAMELS ARE THE BETTER CIGARETTE
Garnets are made of the choicest tobaccos grown.
The Camel blend of Domestic and Turkish
tobaccos has never been equaled.
Camels are mild and mellow.
They do not tire the taste.
They leave no cigaretty after-taste.
Camels have a delightful fragrance that is
pleasing to everyone.

© 1929, R. J. Reynolds Tobacco
Company, Winston-Sal em, N. C.
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SODALITIES TO HOLD RECEPTION

J.F.LYNCH, '30 HEADS PHILODEMIC

GOLD BASKET BALLS GIVEN TEAM

(Continued from page 3)
should get in communication with him
immediately. During the week he received a considerable number of names,
but is still of the opinion that there may
be some to whose attention the solemn
reception has not been called. Resident
students should make application through
Thomas McGeary, '30, the Secretary, in
4i; New North. There has been already
a considerable response from the resident
students.
The purpose of the Sodality is well
known to all Georgetown students. Its
main purpose is the furtherance of devotion to Our Lady. Attendance at its
meetings and adherence to its practices
is calculated to stimulate and support a
more than ordinary ideal of goodness in
the hearts of the students. It has always
had, during a century and more of its
existence at Georgetown College, the
warm support of the student body, and
has been productive of the only sort of
exclusiveness which is consistent with the
scholastic and social ideals of Georgetown.
The function of May 22 is the annual
occasion when the new members, particularly of the Freshman Class, are admitted
to full membership in the sodality. In
the week following the solemn reception,
provision will be made for the summoning of a special meeting of the Resident
Students' Sodality for the purpose of
electing officers for the ensuing year.

(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 5)
Reilly, P. J. Curran, M.D., Joseph Sautiana. Arthur C. Sides, M.D., James C.
Moore, Otto X. Saur, Frederick F. Ehrsam, Sara Seekings, Edward T. Buckingham, William A. Redden, Frederick B.
Fallon, Bernard J. Burns, Joseph H.
Howard, Victor H. Kravutske, Joseph F.
Watts. Robert J. Avery, William J. Mulling Dr. and Mrs. Harry H. Heffernan,
Mr. and Mrs. R. J. Heaney, Mr. and Mrs.
Arthur Connors, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Finn, Mr. and Mrs. James Shannon, Mr.
and Mrs. Dwight Wheeler.

The University mourns c great loss
in the death, on April 21. of Daniel
Smith Lamb, M.D., '67. Rcquiescat
in pace

quested that each of the retiring members
say a few words to the club.
The final arrangements for the banquet were made at the meeting. William
Platt. chairman of the banquet committee, announced that it would be held at
the Cairo Hotel, on Thursday evening,
May 16.
The choice of two of the debaters for
the Merrick Medal next year was made
at the meeting. Edward L. Cox and
John F. Lynch were chosen as two of the
men to participate in the debate.
The Rev. John J. Toohey, S.J., Chancellor of Philodemic, completed his
seventeenth year with the society at this
final meeting. In concluding his few remarks to the members he states: "I consider this year in Philodemic to have been
a good one. The intra-society debates
have been well prepared and have demonstrated marked ability." This statement
coming from such an experienced critic as
the Chancellor, added a pleasant touch to
the final meeting of Philodemic for the
session 1928-1929.
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DR. C0LM0 TO TALK AT F. S.
(Continued from page 14)
In addition to the faculty and student
body of the School of Foreign Service,
a number of distinguished officials and
persons interested in Pan America and
Argentinian affairs have been invited to
the lecture.

BILL ROWAN, '29,
Says that the white flannel, plain, light
pastel shades and deep wine knickers, at
Grosner's, 1325 F St., are the newest
sport ideas. A strap at the bottom instead of the old buckle fastener is the
finishing touch.

SHOWING
MAY 14
Rogers Peet
Clothing
HADDINGTON
CLOTHING
HA 75; SHOES
FURNISHINGS

Meyer's Shop
1331 F St.

Washington,D.C.
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HAMILTON DEBATE SUNDAY NIGHT
Delicious and Refreshing

(Continued from page 1)
been heard at many student activities.
Mr. Garraghy is a contributing editor
of the Journal. He has also been interested in debating and oratory. Mr.
Mahoney won the Merrick Medal in a
contest held previous to Christmas, thus
demonstrating his power as a speaker.
ATTENTION ALUMNI!
Any alumnus who wishes to send a sou
ir friend to Georgetown in the fall, should
make application to the Registrar immediately. Hundreds of applicants must
be turned away each year because of lack
of space, so the Registrar should be informed of the intentions of alumni now.

OF COURSE IT'S NO
FAIR PLAYING THE
PROCTOR AND SPYING
OUT SUCH A DELICATE
SITUATION AS THIS.
BUT THEN, WE'RE
NO PROCTOR.
AND WE CAN
RESIST ANYTHING
BUT TEMPTATION.

The faculty and students extend
their condolences to three aumni, James
C. John S., and Robert C. McCann,
on the recent death of their father.
Requiescai in pace.

"SAF

~^9^"
Wise 'Brother!

CHEVY CHASE
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All of which goes to prove (if
we may be excused for saying so)
that the pause that refreshes is the
sanest temptation which millions
ever succumbed to. And to these
same millions the pause that refreshes has come to mean an icecold Coca-Cola. Its tingling,
delicious taste and cool after-sense
of refreshment have proved that
a little minute is long enough for
a big rest any time.
The Coca-Cola Co., Atlanta, Ga.
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